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Cash gift covers 'Alumnus' 
Governor's Council member Dudley Dudley, who is running 
for her fourth term in office. (Tim Skeer photo) 
By Cheryl Dulak 
Nearly $11,000 in designated 
gift money will be used to cover 
the cost of reprinting the Fall 
issue of the Alumnus magazine 
according to John Hose 
Executive assistant to the 
President. 
"The money will come from 
private funds: -- gift moniPs: 
contributed to the University," 
Hose said. 
Hose said the money will not 
be taken from student's funds 
at all. 
When asked if the 
administration realrzed it 
would cost this much to replace 
the copies he said, "Sure, these 
things happen occasionally," 
Hose said. 
According to Hose , the 
president's office doesn't get 
involved with decisions of the 
Alumnus' cover. He said the 
decision to replace the cover 
was made after President 
Evelyn Handler saw it. 
"We're not going to 
encounter this kind of thing in 
the future because we've got a 
much sharper awareness of the 
. University's policy on alcohol," 
Hose said. 
William Rothwell, director 
of Alumni Affairs refused to 
answer any questions and 
referred them to Hose. 
Managing Editor of the 
Alumnus, Susan Little said, "I 
really don't want to go into it, 
enou2:h has been said about the 
issue." 
· According to Hose it's a 
routine procedure for one 
person to be the spokesman on 
an issue when there's a lot of 
interest froin the media. 
Said Hose, "It's done as a 
convenience to outside media." 
Students hold differing 
?Pinions of the cover burning 
issue. 
Tracy Copeland, UNH 
senior was not disturbed by the 
picture of the graduate holding. 
the champagne bottle. 
'' I realize there's an alcohol 
problem on campus, but the 
bottle wasn't opened in the first 
place. In the second place," 
Copeland said, "Champagne is 
symbolic of graduation." · 
Copeland was concerned 
with the silence of the 
administration on the issue. 
"I would assume if our 
tu1t10n money pays . their 
salaries (the people in charge of 
the Alumnus), then they are 
under some obligation to let us 
know why this fiasco 
happened," she said. 
Junior George l'v1 orris 
questions the decision-making 
polity of the Alumnus. 
. "Maybe the people of the 
Alumnus should re-evaluate 
the manner in which the covers 
are chosen," he said. Maybe 
there "should be a committee 
or just one person deciding on 
the cover," Morris said. 
Eric Layman, a UNH 
Alumnus said the issue could 
have been prevented. 
"It's ridiculous that the 
president's reaction to the 
cover couldn't have been 
foreseen," Layman said. ' 
Layman also said the money 
could have been used to 
"implement some valuable 
programs or services in the 
Student Union (MUB) or help 
present student activities 
groups." . 
Dudley says students 
are still a priority 
·Arms -control vs. the arms race 
By Tracy Carlson 
Jn 1969, Cool-Aid, UNH's 
student counseling center, was 
started by a student of Dudley 
Dudley in her Community 
Action class. 
"I had twenty students," said 
the executive council yesterday 
running for her fourth team 
and each was assigned to an 
agency in state government or 
they were instructed to star-t 
their own program. Cool-aid is 
the only program that came out 
of the class that still exists on 
campus today." 
Another program she 
institued was a tutorial system 
of for disadvantaged students 
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By Brion O'Connor 
CONCORD--"The world 
today is literally sitting on a 
in Portsmouth, Dover and nuclear time bomb, and unless 
Newmarket. we act to diffuse it, it may well 
"It was called Score Tutorial · explode, taking us and all of 
and assigned students from civilization with it," said Carl 
UNH to work on a one on one Ford, foreign policy director 
basiswiththestudents.Atone for U.S. Senator John 
time ·we had as many as 300 Glenn( D-Ohio ). 
students at one time ir. the - Ford, spoke before a crowd 
program." of 87 at the N.H. Highway 
The concern for the disabled Hotel in Concord, on Saturday 
and disadvantaged still remains morning. 
a high priority for Dudley who Ford, substituting for the 
campaigns with the promise to absent Glenn, was the keynote 
try to meet the needs of the speaker in the day-long 
elderly and working families. conference on "Arms Control 
She says the real issue in her versus the Arm Race." co-
. campaign is Reaganomics and sponsored by the N. H. c·ouncil 
her suport for student loans, on World Affairs and the N.H. 
hazardous waste, the equality Charitable Fund. 
for men and women and In response to the Reagan 
adequate funding for public Administrations stand on 
education. nuclear arms control, Ford 
"These are all jeopardized by presented Sen. Glenn's 
Reaganomics and most "comprehensive, five-point 
particularly the fact that people package which starts with 
are out ofworkisadirectresult nuclear arms limitations 
of Reaganomics. There are between the super-powers, 
ticker tape parades down Wall moves to reductions, promotes 
Street while people are getting the cause of non-proliferation, 
their pink slips," she said. involves other nuclear weapons 
At the unemployment office, states, and seek conventional 
she said people told her they arms controls." 
were scared. "They don't have The highlights of Glenn's 
any prospects of hope of a job five-point program are to: 
and they want to work and -Initiate a freeze on testing, 
there is nothing there for production and deployment of 
them." strategic weapons at the Salt II 
There are three main Level. 
responsibilities of the -Seek an agreement on 
Governor's Council. They are: b a 1 an c e d, increment a I 
-to pass on all gubernatorial reduction of strategic weapons. 
nominations such as appoint- -Emphasize that limita-
ments to the University Board tions and reduction between 
of Trustees the superpowers must be 
-to vote on state contracts for accompanied by better efforts 
DUDLEY, page 7 towards preventing the spread 
of nuclear weapons to more 
and smaller nations around the 
world. . 
-Attempt to bring other 
nations possessing nuclear 
weapons into these arms 
control negotiations. 
-Address the subject of 
arms control in its totality by 
also emphasizing good faith 
negotiations to reduce 
intermediate range and other 
nuclear weapons deployed on 
the European continent and the 
bilateral reduction of 
conventional weapons, both 
those deployed in Europe and 
in the Third World. 
. "If we are to avoid stumbling 
mto a nuclear nightmare, it will 
b~ necessary to come to grips 
with some very fundamental 
facts," said Ford. "Perhaps, the 
most fundamental of these 
facts is that meaningful arms 
negotiations will not result 
CARL FORD 
from luck or wishful thinking." 
"Good intentions are just not 
enough," he said. "They must 
be supplemented with a clear-
eyed understanding of how 
arms control fits within a wider 
foreign policy agenda." 
To achieve this goal,Ford 
stressed that the U.S. must first 
construct a "well defined and 
coherent foreign policy, one 
that recognizes arms control as 
one of its most valuable 
components." 
In addition to arms control, 
Ford added that a comprehen-
sive foreign policy must also 
consist of the following 
elements: 
-A strong military and a 
sound defense strategy. 
-"Effective and compas-
sionate" international 
economic programs. , 
-A consistent diplomatic 
position. 
-A reasonable plan to 
combat the systematic 
violation of human rights. 
To solidify our foreign policy 
stance,Ford said the U.S. must 
work closely with its European 
allies on such issues as arms 
controls and the p~peline. 
In the Third World, Ford 
proposed that the U.S. should 
launch a "political and 
economic offensive," rather 
than im;reasing military aid. 
This would bolster the stability 
of the Third World Countries, 
whereas the pro I if era ti on of 
nuclear technology would -
undermine this stability, Ford 
said. ,, 
In our dealings with the 
Soviet Union, Ford advocated 
ARMS, page 5 
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ltEWS IN BRIEF 
INTERNATIONAL 
Walesa's wife strip searched 
WARSAW, Poland-In an apparent attempt to find 
hidden messages from imprisoned labor leader Lech Walesa, 
his wife and two children were forced to undergo a strip 
search by policewomen. · 
Danuta Walesa said that although she protested the search 
she was forced to strip and be search by authorities looking 
for messages from the Solidarity leader that would enable 
them to bring form.al charges against him. 
There was no comment from government officials on Mrs. 
Walesa's charges. 
NATIONAL 
Economy deemed_ dim 
WASHINGTON-Economist Walter Heller said recently 
there is no sign that an economic recovery will take place as 
predicted by Pres•ident Ronald Reagan. -
The professor from the University of Minnesota compared 
Reagan's. economic direction with the disasterous voyage of 
the Titanic. 
Heller predicted that unemployment will continue to hover 
in the double digits for many more months and that economic 
recovery may occur next year. 
LOCAL 
D' Amours holds edge 
,MANCHEST~R-Democratic Congressman Norm 
D Amo~us holds Just better than a one percent edge over his 
Republican challenger Robert Smith according to a poll 
taken by the Manchester Union Leader last week. 
The survey was taken of 353 registered voters in the First 
Congressional District between Oct. 18 and 22. 
Police remain mute 
PORTSMOUTH-There is still "no comment" from 
police in 'the Port City on the status of a five day old murder 
investigation. 
Tammy Elizabeth Little, 20, was found dead in her 
apartment last Tuesday from massive head injuries. Police 
now have an 11 man-force working on the case. 
The murder is being linked by published reports to a similar 
murder that took place in Portsmouth last year. 
Suggestions solicited for search 
LEE-The UNH community has been invited to submit 
names and suggestions for the composition of a search 
committee that will seek _a successor to outgoing President 
Handler. 
Trustee Chairman Richard A. Morse issued the invitation 
last week for the establishment of a committee of "not fewer 
than nine members." 
Suggestions concerning composition of the committee may 
be forwarded to Richard A. Morse, Dunlap Center, Durham, 
N.H. 03824. 
Windy woes 
Today will be partly cloudy and windy with highs arund the 
mid-fifties according to the National Weather Service in 
Concord. 
Tonight will be cool with lows near 20 followed by-partly 
cloudy skies on Wednesday and highs of 55. 
Picking up the pieces after 
living with a wife beater 
By Cindy Gormley 
She's gone to the police. But they need 
proof of broken bones or black and blue 
marks. 
When he yells, neighbors hear something 
slamming against the walls. They say he must 
be beating her. 
Kids no longer com~ to play with the two-
year old son, because their mothers won't let 
them. They're scared. 
She's scared. And she's left him three times. 
But she doesn't like the options. 
Susan Cooper {not her real name) is a 
victim of wife abuse. Five months into her 
second pregnancy, she doesn't want to think 
about divorce. 
"I don't know if I'm ready for any kind of 
separation. It doc.311. 't help that tilt ol<.lt1 you 
get, you probably get more insecure about 
whether or not you can make it on your own·. 
Especially when you have kids," she said. 
Unfortunately, she didn't realize how hard 
starting over would be until after she was 
pregnant with her son. Now guilt feelings 
coincide with the thought of divorce. 
"Are you going to separate your husband 
from the kids that he loves? 
"I think about the options of divorce and I 
think how tough it is for women. I wouldn't 
look forward to custody battle·s," she said. 
Even if she won custody, Susan says she 
wouldn't want to go to work and leave small 
children. She wants to stay home and raise 
them herself, but she's afraid the Welfare 
Department will try to make her find a job. 
"I wouldn't like the idea of having to go to 
work and having total responsibility of my 
house. Maybe having to move out. It's bleak," 
she said. 
Most of the time Susan's husband verbally 
abuses her, although.she says he has shoved, 
slapped, and threatened to kill her. 
One time threatening to choke her, he put 
his hand_s roughly around her throat. She says 
he didn't apply pressure, but it scared her. 
"If someone is-all clenched tip and threatens 
to do something, it's frightening. You think if 
someone cares about me, why would they 
threaten to kill me?" she said. 
Susan's cousin introduced them after he 
had gotten out of the army. She thought he 
was good-looking and seemed easy-going. 
But even then, she had doubts about him. 
"He told me the second time we went out--
he said if I could see how angry he would get, , 
that I wouldn't want---that I wouldn't want to 
see how angry he could get at somebody," she 
said. 
He would get angry and hit things when 
they were dating and later living together. A 
favorite target was the roof of his car, which 
obtained many dents. 
Susan says the worst times in their ten-year 
marriage were when they were driving. 
Another driver would anger him by doing 
something like not using signals. 
One such incident, he got mad at a woman 
and chased her through the streets. Susan says 
if she tries to convince him to slow down, he 
only gets more upset. . 
Another time her husband was nervous 
because they were expected at a friend's 
· house. Susan was looking around a store, but 
he didn't tell her he was angry until they got 
back in the car. 
"He started hollering at me. When we got 
on slippery roads, he squeezed iny arm and 
lost control of the car. We hit some little post 
and wrecked the side of the car," she said. 
Rather _than blaming himself for the 
accident, he became more upset with Susan. 
She says it's typical for him to blame her if he 
can make a connection between her and 
_whatever he's mad about. 
This pattern of blaming others was passed 
on to him by his step-father, who also abused 
his wife, Susan says. 
When she became pregnant, she thought 
her husband would treat her better. She 
worked during her first pregnancy and would 
come home tired. 
"One day, I fell asleep on the couch and he 
wanted me to bring him something and all of a 
suddtn he's hollering at me, because he 
wanted me to help. him fix the antenna. I had 
been alseep and hadn't heard him right the 
first time and messed it up. He got mad and 
made a hole in the wall;" she said. 
Because he yells loudly and uses profanity 
they've almost been evicted from a couple of 
apartments. He scares the neighbors. 
Now they live in a housing duplex, where 
Susan says the walls are thin. On a quiet 
summer day~ when the windows are open, one 
can hear everything. 
A young neighborhood boy told Susan that 
the neighbors think her husband still beats her 
up. She claims he doesn't; he only purts her in 
"minor" ways. 
"If I had something to show for it. I think 
that would make me think. But I worry about 
111y k.iu::,. I tlliuk, 'How a1e people going to 
treat my kids?' "she said. 
Already she thinks neighborhood children 
who used to come play with her son aren't 
allowed to anymore, because their parents 
think something much worse is going on than 
does. 
"All they hear are the bad parts. They don't 
really know him, and he doesn't care to get to 
know the neighbors," she said. 
These rumors embarrass Susan and she 
tells her husband about his reputation, but 
not that the neighbors think he beats her. He 
doesn't seem to care, she says. 
She used to talk to people at work ibout 
her problems, because she felt she owed them 
an explanation when she came to work 
crying. . 
"'It wasn't always a good idea," she said. 
"Sometimes people are funny. They almost 
put you down for it. They make you feel like 
you're less than a person because you're 
treated this way. 
It doesn't make her feel good about herself. 
It also doesn't make her feel good about him. 
Susan says she's read in magazines that 
every marriage has some love and hate in it. 
But if you have an overwhelming dislike for 
the other person, it outweighs any good 
feelings. 
'I started to feel like why am I married to 
this person? I went through a period where I 
didn't feel like calling my_ friends, I'd sit and 
play solitare, watch soap operas--! didn't 
know what to do," she said. 
A Safe Place, wife beating center in 
Portsmquth, proyides battered women 
shelter and counseling. Last year alone, they 
helped over 500 women deal with their abuse. 
Last summer, Susan started visiting A Safe · 
Place for counseling and says it helps to talk 
about her feelings and find that others have 
the same or worse problems. 
50 perc\!nt of married couples in this 
country experience some form of abuse 
during their marriage, according to Betts 
Davis, A Safe Place Counselor. 
In four percent of marriages, husbands 
severly abuse their wives by using fists or 
dangerous objects. And 12% of married 
women experience less severe abuse like a slap 
or shove. 
Susan says she's often thought if her 
husband hits her hard enough and hurts her, 
she11 leave him for good. But then she says 
she's not sure when the time came if she would 
really leave him or not. 
"A lot of times, I guess I like my 
husband ... or I love him. I just don't have as 
much physical attraction as I did a long time 
ago. But I guess a lot of the time, I still like 
him. And a lot of the time I'm angry too." 
Herhusband often acts irrationally, she 
says. Once when they were getting ready to go 
to a square dance, he couldn't find his favorite 
hairbrush. Their son had hidden it and Susan 
couldn't find it. 
"He was really picking on me. There were 
other hairbrushes but he wanted that 
particular one. He shoved me up against a 
wall a couple of times and threw me on the 
bed--not really hurting me badly, but shaking 
me up," she said. 
But h.er husband always apologizes 
afterwards and says he's going to change. 
"Oh yes," she said, "that's the big one. Tm 
gonna change.' I guess I believe him. You 
want to believe him." 
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Student Senate polls 
State Legislature 
. ,,r 
By Roberta Lahey 
The UNH Student Senate is 
. conducting a survey directed at 
the New Hampshire State 
Legislature concerning state 
support for the University 
system budget. 
University of New Hamp-
shire students should be 
concerned about state cutbacks 
in University budget funding 
by the New Hampshire 
government , according to 
UNH Student Spokesman Jim 
Carroll. 
According to Carroll, the 
1980-1981 level of support for 
the University :system was 30 
percent. The level of support 
for this year has dropped to 
about 25 percent, he said. 
Leaves fallen from trees provide a cover on the ground near this campus bicycle rack. ( Carolyn 
Blackmar photo) 
"As chairman of students of 
the university, I can say that we 
have not received support in 
the State Senate," Carroll said. 
This he attributed to 
"conservative policies of the POiice offer escort service state legislature." · 
, By Andrea Parker 
The Public Safety Division is · 
offering an on-campus student 
escort service. Recently there 
have been a number of 
incidents reported about sexual 
harassment and the situation is 
worsening. 
At night there are a lot of 
dark places that are dangerous 
to walk through. Students who 
use the late night study facilities 
or computer clusters or who 
just need to get somewhere in 
the dark may not be alert 
enough to notice anything 
suspicious. 
The Escort Service was 
implemented in the Spring 
semester 1982, by Director of 
the Public Safety Division, 
Dave Flanders. 
since its inception last 
February said, "More 
awareness is necessary on 
campus. Too many (girls) are 
reluctant to call." 
"Make sure you use the 
Escort Service and walk in 
lighted areas and be alert to 
hazards," he added. 
It doesn't matter where you 
are, "If you're afraid, you 
shouldn't be hesitant to call, 
even if it's between dorms." 
A frequent user of the 
service, sophomore, Claire 
Kennedy, from Area I said, "I 
started using the escort service 
this semester because I had 
more classes over in Area 
Three, and having to walk back 
and forth to the Computer 
cluster. The guys are real easy 
to talk to, they_'re just kids like 
Students for the University, 
a branch of student govern-
us, not security men. Since ment, is involved with external 
walking with them I've noticed affairs including relations with 
that not enough girls use it. So the state legislature. 
many girls have been walking "Our goal is to restore an 
alone." equitable level of support for 
Thereluctancetocallmaybe the University System," said 
related to the fact that it is a Carroll. 
new idea and people haven't He reported that UNH ranks 
gotten used to it yet. 50th among state Universities 
H ache mi A! i O uch e , . a in terms of the level of financial -
graduate student m Eco!lomics support from state govern-
who_ has also been with t?e ment. The New Hampshire 
service for two semesters said, , state appropriation per 
"You are helping people by · student is currently $1,943 as 
escorting them." compared with expenditures of 
Junior Ed Bolles, a over $12,000 per student f6r 
mechanical engineering major state education in Alaska, for 
said of the job, "I thought it example. 
would be just like policing (the Jeff Gore, the UNH Student 
area),but it's more intereSting." Senate Legislative Coordinator 
ESCORT, page 4 said, "We need to let students 
know that the SFU exists. We 
need a more viable, powerful 
·organization." 
The candidate survey, in 
questionaire form, was 
designed to serve two purposes, 
according to Carroll. 
The first is to make 
candidates aware that students 
are concerned over cuts in state 
funding. 
The second, he said, is to 
provide students with a better 
informed vote -when the results 
of the questionnaire are 
obtained. Results will be 
printed in the New Hampshire. 
The survey was formulated 
and mailed m September to 30 
candidates in 15 contested New 
Hampshire districts, including 
the Gubernatorial candidates, 
John Sununu and Hugh 
Gallen. 
The questionnaire focuses on 
candidates' individual 
responses to questions on state 
support for UNH. Such 
questions as: "Do you believe 
that the University of New 
Hampshire is a valuable 
resource which serves the needs 
of the people of New 
Hampshire?" are designed to 
measure the worth of candidate 
support of higher education. 
There are seven questions 
contained in the survey, the last 
of which requests the candidate 
to meet with a UNH student 
representative to discuss issues. 
The Senate hopes to receive 
20 responses to the 30 
. questionnaires mailed. 
Director of Communication 
Emily Smith said, '~I think the 
SFU is providing a real service. 
to -students. I hope that 
responses to the questionnaire 
can be printed in the Keene and 
Plymouth State publications as 
well." 
Ed Simpson, supervisor of 
the Escort Service said, "There 
were only 27 escorts the whole 
semester which was about two 
per week, but now, this 
semester there have already 
been 74, about IO per week, and 
we would like to see more." 
Parents question Handler on alcohol stand 
Currently there are 13 
escorts, 11 men and two 
women. Three of them are on 
d~ty each night ·from 6:00 PM 
until 2:00 AM. Their primary 
function is to escort. When not 
escorting people across 
campus, they are on patrol for 
safety hazards, such as broken 
windows and poor lighting, 
and report back to dispatch 
regularly. They also lock up 
academic and administrative 
buildings. · · 
They are equipped with 
flashlights and portable radios 
to stay in contact with dispatch 
about any disturbances, who in 
turn disseminates the reports to 
the police. 
Each patrol is posted in a 
different area on campus, so 
their response time is never 
more than five or ten minutes, 
Simpson said. The students are 
fully screened before they are 
hired and go through a training 
process. 
Although use of the escort 
service has increased since the 
recent rape reported on 
campus, the Public Safety 
Division would like to see it 
used even more. 
Paul Anderson, senior 
Communications major, who 
has been with the program 
By Julie Hanauer the Caboodle. 
"We're not trying to inforce Common sources are also 
prohibition," said Evelyn against the rules which means 
Handler during her speech to that two 20 year olds cannot 
parents Saturday morning in share a bottle of wine or a keg. 
the Granite State Room of the According to Handler, the 
MUB. stress of the Master Plan which · 
Handler spoke on the outlines the direction the 
subjects of the Master Plan, the University will take over the 
housing shortage, academic next 5 years, will be on 
improvement of the University increasing the concentration of 
and the alcohol policy in the faculty and administration on 
dorms. improving the general 
The new alcohol policy is education requirements, 
intended, Handler said, to providing a curriculum that 
safeguard students who drink meets the demands of the 
alcohol and those sometimes students and increasing the 
_ affected by those who drink. quality of life for the student _ 
One parent questioned the body. 
effectiveness of the new rules. Increasing the quality of life 
He said, "I hear it's not making includes the rewiring and 
a dent.' repainting of some dormitories 
Handler believed that when and the removal of potentially 
the Judiciary Board begins dangerous asbestos from 
handing out tougher decisions others. 
regarding alcohol use, then _flandler discussed plans for 
there will be a change. In 400 additional beds to be built 
defense of the stricter rules · in apartment style dormitories. 
Handler implored, "Would any These beds will eliminate the 
of you want us to do anything necessity to house three and 
less than try?" _ ___ . four students in very small 
The new alcohol policy states · rooms and the placement of 
that alcohol is only allowed in ' girls in loung_es on boys floors. 
residence halls if it is kept in Construction could begin as 
students' rooms. It is only early as January and will 
allowed there if all present , definitely be underway by · 
(students and their guests) are spring. Dean of Student Affairs 
20 years or older according to 9re~ Sanborn plans to phase 
m the new dorms slowly 
· starting with next September 
and finishing by September of 
1984. 
Handler said the overcrowd-
ing conditions that students are 
facing this year will hopefully 
not occur again. 
Handler told parents that the 
University is constantly 
evaluating ifs programs and 
services, She said that experts 
in _the field _ of Life Science and 
PRESIDENT HANDLER 
business have come to the 
school recently and made 
recommendations on how to 
improve the programs in both 
colleges. 
In addition, Handler claimed 
that each department and 
college is e~amined on a weekly 
and montnly basis to enable 
them to provide excellent 
education. 
Handler, in response to a 
parent's question, said the 
computer facilities are 
, inadequate. The demand for 
computer services is so great, 
Handler said, that UNH is 
unable to keep up with them. 
According to Handler, UNH 
is no worse off than most other 
universities across the country 
because they too are unable to 
meet th_e tremendous demani 
for computer facilities. 
There are plans being 
formed, Handler told parents, 
which will upgrade the 
computer system over the next 
five years, but Handler hopes 
to see improvements much . 
sooner than that. "I hope that 
within the next tw~lve months 
we'll see some difference," she 
said. 
However, improvements 
take time and Handler said, "I 
don't expect it to be overnight." 
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Crossword Answers 
-
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS 
'- \ 
AND ABILITIES 
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS 
Learn how to identify your 
marketable skills 
Thursday, October 28 
6:00 - 7:30 PM 
Fairchild Main Lounge 
1=:~, 
GRACIAS POR I 
TODO. TE QlllEHOI 
Program Sponsored By 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
l 
"Sparen Sie 30C" 
· Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon. 
''Economisez.30¢'' 
Smooth and light, French-style. 
"Risparmia 30¢" 
Creamy rich, with an orange twist. 
"Sabhail 30¢" 
Delicious, like a chocolate after-dinner mint. 
"Epargnez 30¢" 
Rich and chocolatey SWiss. 
CONTODOMI 
ALMA! 
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NON AlCOHOLIC 
Available at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE. General Foods Corporation 1982 
---ESCORT 
( continued from page 3) 
· The escort service will be 
operating on a limited basis 
over Christmas vacation and 
are looking into the possiblity 
of staying over the summer. 
cr1me.If you are interested' ·in 
workmg tor me service, ge1 m 
touch with the Public Safety 
Division. The number for the 
service will be posted near 
campus phones. If you need 
assistance or information, 
please call 862-1427. 
They want people to feel 
safer about walking at night 
and hope to be a deterrant to 
PHO~p COPY 
SP~CIAL 
8½ X 11" • CAMPUS COPY . 47 Main St. 868-2450 
VWowners 
4 FREE Robert Bosch spark plugs 
with order of $25.00 or more 
Everything goes at , 
WHOLESALE .PRICES 
ATLANTIC IMPORTED AUTO SUPPLY 
868-1161 
Lee Traffic Circle (under Pharmacy) 




*Student self-helJJ group 
*An OJJJJortunity to share ,·on,·ern .... share resour,·t"s, 




*Stu,lent 11arti,·iJJa11t ... , student lead 
*The grou/J is OJJPn to tlis,·u."ts a i·ariety of toJJit·s 
i11l'lutli11g: 
· *The u ... e/abuse of alt·ohol and other substallt'PS by 
ourst"frt"S n11tl others: lm11n,·t 011 refotio11 ... hi11s, sol'inl 
lift", ."tt"x1u1lity, 11utritio11, t".n•rt'i ... ,,. t1,·,u/,:.mit· ... , strt'."tS. 
Meetings will be held on every Tuesday, 
6:00 p.~., in the Conference Room (2nd 
floor) Hood House. 
For more information contact the Health 
Education · Center, Hood House, 862-
1987. Or, come to the first meeting on 
Tuesday, November 1st. 
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constructive dialogue, "but we 
should also not hesitate to 
condemn adventurism." 
On other arms control 
questions, Ford, speaking for 
Glenn, said he felt that space 
was the one place we have left 
where we haven't had a war and , 
"should be an area of 
international cooperation." 
Ford assured the American_ 
industry and foreign govern: 
, _ - . - .. . - -
This Week's Special 
2 Eggs Any Style 
Sausage Pattie 
Small Juice and Toast 
Tea or Coffee 
-~ $1.84 . 
ARMS 
( continued from page 1) 
menis-will accept corisfrairits-. 
on the sale of nuclear 
technology providing such 
constraints are part of a 
"consistent and coherent" 
program and that they a~e 
allowed additional freedom m 
other area_s of trade. 
He also conceded that the , 
nuclear freeze issue has become 
politicized to a large degree due . · 
to the differing stands of the 
major parties, but felt on the 
"gut level" it was still a 





SPECIAL • 8½ X 11" CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450 
AC PL. ~ arc _ . uarmacy 




Shop with us for· your 
cards and candies. 
Special Halloween 
Streak's 'n Tips 
Spray on Shampoo out hair color 




Nov. 14th,. 8:00 p.f!I . 
. Field House 
Tickets on .Sale: MUB Ticket Office 
CALENDAR 
· TUESDAY, October 26 
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Is It Possible For A Woman 
At UNH To Combine Family and Career: A Discussion--Cathryn 
Adamsky. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-
2:00 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, October 27 
UNIVERSITY · ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: 
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative 
Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday IO a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday IO a.m.-
8 p.m. ; Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.; · closed Fridays and 
University holidays. Continues through Dec. 8. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. UConnecticut. New Hampshire 
Hall, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. UConnecticut. Field House, 3 p.m. 
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: "The Gold Rush." Room 110, Murkland, 7 
p.m. 
THURSDAY, October 28 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: 
· Dutch Art of the 17th Century;and Color it Pastels.Paul Cteative 
Arts Center throu2h Dec. 8 • . 
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: 
Dutch Art of the 17th Century--Lecture by David Smith, The Arts. 
Paul Creative Arts Center, noon-I p.m. 
MUSO FILM: "The Postman Always Rings Twice"(Tay Garnett). 
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1. 
MUB PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing your 
requests and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 50¢ 
UNH ID/proof of age required. 
FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET: Peggy Vagts, flute; David 
Seiler, clarinet; Linda Seiler, oboe; Keith Polk, horn; Amy Rhodes, 
bassoon. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, October 29 
DEADLINE: Midsemester: Last day to drop -courses ·or -withdra_w 
without academic liability. 
DEADLINE: Undergraduates: Last day to carry more than 20 
credits without a surcharge. 
DEADLINE: Graduate Students: Last day to carry more than 16 
credits without a surcharge. 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 3 p.m. 
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 3 p.m. 
GOURMET DINNER: Sponsored by Hotel Administration 
Program. Granite State Room, Me~orial Union. Cocktails 6:30 
p.m.; dinner 7:30 p.m. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Merrimack--to benefit the Friends of 
UNH Hockey. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. Adults $3; students and 
young peole $1. Advanced tickets may be purchased from Athletic 
Ticket Office Field House. 





MATIONAL MEETING: Meeting is to introduce 
Committee members, update procedures of 
applying to medical and dental schools, discuss 
problems a premedical or predental student may 
have and answer any questions. Sponsored by 
Premedical/ Predental Advisory Committee. 
Tuesday, Oct. 26, Forum Room, Floor C, Dimond 
Library, 7 p.m. 
MARKETING DAY: Sponsored by Whittemore 
School of Business. A series of presentations by 
professionals active in fields of advertising, 
marketing and sales. Wednesday, Oct. 27, Room 
314, McConnell, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
TAU BET A PI TUTORIALS: Sponsored by 
Engineering Honor Society. Thursdays, A.S .M.E. 
Lounge, Kingsbury, I to 3 p.m. 
JUNIOR YEAR IN DIJON PROGRAM 
MEETING: French Dept. sponsors this event for 
students studying French who meet certain 
criteria. Thursday, Oct. 28, Murkland IO I, 2:30 
p.m. 
CAREER 
METHODS OF MAKING CAREER/ LIFE 
DECISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning & 
Placement. Tuesday, Oct. 26, Grafton Room, 
Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Career Planning & Placement. Written job-
getting communication techniques. Wednesday, 
Oct. 27, Forum Room, Library, noon. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: 
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. 
Students learn bow they are coming across during 
on-campus interviews on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Thursday, Oct. 28, Room 203, Huddleston, 
I :30 to 4:30 p.m. 
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS AND ABILITIES 
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by 
Career Planning & Placement. Students receive 
feedback on final draft resumes on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Friday, Oct. 29, Room 203, 
Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30 p.m. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
EXTRA SPECIAL TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ. Subject 
is Occult. Tuesday, Oct. 26, Room 212, 
McConnell, 7 to 8 p.m. 
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION: Sponsored by 
· Latter-Day Saint Student Association. Topics 
include history, doctrine and current issues 
surrounding Mormon Church. Wednesdays, 
Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m. 
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS' ORGAN-
IZATION MEETING: Both handicapped and 
non-handicapped students are urged to attend. 
Wednesday, Oct. 27, Room 318, McConnell, 6 
p.m. 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP MEETING:Wednesday, Oct.27,Merrimack 
. Room.LMemorial Union, 6:30 p.m. 
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION 
MEETING: Thursdays, Room M212, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 1 to 2 p.m. Peer Advising for 
Communication majors, Wed. Oct. 27 and Friday, 
Oct. 29 in Paul Creative Arts Center. Pre-
is Nov. I in Strafford -Room, 
Memorial Union. Check Dipt. bulletin board for 
details. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Thursdays, Notch Room (320), 
Memorial Union, 12: 15 p.m. 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday, 
Oct. 26, Strafford Room, Memorial Union,4:30to 
7 p.m. $IO/year or $6/four months. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB: American 
Himalayan White Water Slide Show and 
instructional talk by Mark Stevenson. First 
successful descent of Kavhali River, Nepal and 
· kayaking instruction. Tuesday, Oct. 26, 
Coos / Cheshire / Durham Rooms, Memorial 
Union, 8 p.m. 50¢/ members, $1 / non-membtrs. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All Courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
·- Beginning 1022--1,2: Two session course explains 
/ how to use the System 1022 program, store records 
in a computer file, update · these records, and 
prpduoe s imp"Ie reporti;: from thi 11 data . 
Prerequisites: Beginning Timesharing; Beginning 
SOS or Beginning XTECO. Monday, Nov .. I, and 
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 9:30 a.m. to noon. Fee $4. -
Beginning RUNOFF: Explains the DECIO text 
formatting program which can be used to prepare · 
do<;:uments, handouts, papers, theses, resumes, or · 
similar materials. Prerequisites: Beginning 
Timesharing; Beginning SOS or Beginning 
XTECO. Monday, Nov. 1,2 to 4:30 p.m. Fee $2. 
Advanced 1022--1,2: Two session course extended 
features of System 1022 program, including 
creating interactive query/ update programs, using 
the TRANSACT command to perform large-scale 
updates, and generating reports with the Report 
Writer. Prerequisite: Intermediate 1022. Tuesday, 
Nov. 2 and Thursday, Nov. 4, 2 to 4 p.m. Fee: $4. 
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE 
·COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER: 
·"Someone Close Drinks Too Much: ,What Should 
I Do?" -Debra Lastoff. Wednesday, Oct. 27, 
Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m. 
GENERAL 
CRISIS IN CENTRAL AMERICA SLIDE 
PRESENTATION: Sponsored by Student 
Political Forum/ Committee In Solidarity With 
The People Of El Salvador. Ginny Bradley, 
participant in OXFAM field study tour to Central 
America, wili present slides and-lead discussion on 
development strategres m Nicaragua and Costa 
Rica. Tueday, Oct. 26, Room 214, Hamilton 
Smith, 7:30 p.m. , 
ANIMAL INDUSTRIES CLUB MEETING: 
Livestock will be shown. Tuesday, Oct. 26, Room 
202, Kendall, 7:30 p.m . 
LIFE SCIENCES AND AG RI CULTURE 
SCHOLARSHIP: Applications for the Barbara 
M. Lucier Endowed Scholarship in the amount of 
$1,000 for an undergraduate student should be 
forwarded, supported by two letters of 
recommendation, to: Robert 0. Blanchard, 
Associate Dean, College of LS&A, Taylor Hall. 
line for com leted a lications is Oct. 29. 
COSA 
LINDA 
250/o OFF ALL CLOTHIN& 
Through Nov. 7 
Sample Prices 
Reg. 
Brushed Alpaca Sweaters 49.95 - 89 , 
Wool Mexican Sweaters 49.95 - 89 
Ponchos 29.95 - 89.95 
-Muslin Mexican Wedding Shirts 19.95 
. Jergas (Cotton Jackets) 16.95 
Wool Scarves 12.95 
Wool Caps 6.95 
Now_ 
· 37.46 2/66.75 
37.46 2/66.75 





Please come to a 
COFFEE -HOUR 
on October 29 
at 4:30 PM -
In the Commuter/ Transfer Lounge 
Relax with our refreshments and entertainment, 
· Also, for your viewing pleasure, 
PINK PANTHER CARTOONS 
will be shown in the 
STRAFFORD Room at 4 p.m. 
Sponsored by the International Student Office. 
nRIIU) 
-The Mountain Parka 
by [-w~nd,_ l 
. A rugged outer shell 
ef 60% cotton, 
40% nylon ... 
WiJld resistant,_ 
Water repel/ant, 
lined with wool for 
New England's fall . 
• Com/ ortable raglan 
shoulders and roomy 
cargo pockets. 
• Designed and tailored 
by [-w~nd,_ l 
. MEN'S Sizes: S-XXL 
Also Tails, 
in Navy, Slate, Tan, 
Spruce and Olive $79.50 
Big and Tall sizes slightly higher 
. WOMEN'S Sizes: S-M-L 
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DUDLEY----~ ·cuSTOM T-SHIRT 
any businesses 
-to review pardons for 
people who have been 
convicted of a crime or have 
served time in jail and whose 
cases are not eligible for 
annulment~ 
Dudley said the purpose of 
the Council is "to act as a curb 
on the powers of the Governo~. 
We act as one more (factor) in· 
the system of checks and 
balances." 
Dudley is a Democrat and is 
the first woman in the Council 
in 300 years. 
Dudley described her 
( continued from page 1) 
opponent, Geraldine Slyvester 
as a supporter of Reaganomics 
and New Federalism. 
"She was invited 'clown to 
Washington by Reagan to 
review his economic policies 
and what I want to know is 
what did she tell him? Did she 
say the average man on the 
street in downtown Dover and 
Newmarket and Somersworth 
is worried about losing his job 
and that people are hurting?" 
According to an article 
published in the Wall Street 
Journal, New Hampshire 




Fries & Soda 
$1.00 
Available at the .MUB' s Night Grill 
along with Sandwiches, Grinders, 
Hamburgers, and a lo't more. 
OPEN: Monday ttuough Thursday 
' . . ' 
_ 4PM - 7:30PM 
from the federal government 
compared with an average of 27 
percent for all states. 
'"If we turn back the federal 
money, what are we going to 
have? As John Kennedy said, 
"As long as there's something 
wrong with the economy, 
nothing else is ri_~?._~" 
Bus-inesses, clubs, o~~a_nizations 
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Many styles available 
No order too small 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
J 131 Lafayette Road PETER C. GREIDER 
Portsmouth. N. H. 03801 603-431-8319 
MUSO Film Series/Presents ... 




. Cecil Kellaway 
Audrey Totter 
- Hume Cronyn 
_Turner and Garfield are superb as the lovers i_n this story of dark sexuality, corruption and 
retribution. The film relies on subtle innuendo rather than graphic details to express details, to · 
express a ·world of violence and sin. _ 
Thursday, October _28 
Strafford Room ---MUB 7 & 9:30 Admission $1.00 . * 
HOW DO YOU GET TO HERE ... -
FROM THERE? 
Join us for a discussion on 
CAREER·s IN BANKING 
7-9 p.m. 
Wednesday, October 27 
Kennebec.Room, New England Center 
ADMISSION Is· FREE 
. ' 
SPONSORED BY 
THE OFFICE OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS 
AND 
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT 
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E_ditorial 
Bring that spirit home 
Just after 4 p.m. on Sunday, UNH's eight-
man crew shell rounded a corner on the 
Charles River in Boston. 
As they had done all day, a crowd of UNH 
students standi_ng on the Elliot Bridge proved 
themselves the most spirited there. They 
shouted support to the team, and chanted 
"U-N-H! U-N-H!" as the boat 
aproachcd the bridge. When it pa.,.,cd 
the Charles regatta this weekend, but none 
exhibited the concentrated spirit that UNH 
students -- both crew-members and non-
members -- did. 
school. But UNH is not a crew school either, 
and the regatta drew a suprisingly loud UNH 
crowd. Sure, the regatta is also a once-a-year 
social event, but at a spirited school, athletic 
evepts are just as social. 
Why then, is such spirit so rare in Durham? The Wildcat football team is actually just 
beginning it's run for the Yankee Conference 
playoffs, with three Yankee Conference games 
schectulect for the commg weekends. 
underneath, half the crowd ran across the 
street to continue their cheering, stopping , 
traffic as they did so. 
Why are football games even . the 
Homecoming game -- silently watched? And 
even thuugh both UNH·s men·s anct women·s 
hockey teams are national leaders, the At other schools students show spirited 
support for their teams throughout the season. 
It's about time UNH students began to do the 
same. 
· bleachers in Snively Arena rarely shake with 
thunderous support. 




To the Editor: 
I read with great dismay and 
discouragement the article about 
the burning of Alumnus magazines 
and the money lost in doing so. 
What a waste. As a student, I once 
again feel ripped off! 
All the rational and argument 
for not having a cover depecring 
college students and alcohol made 
sense. I realize there's an alcohol 
problem on this campus and the 
described cover could readily 
portray an undesirable image of 
alcohol use at UNH. But why 
didn't Mr. Rothwell check his 
concerns out before the 50,000 
copies were printed and $10,000 
spent? What scares me is that Mr. 
Rothwell doesn't know"whatfund 
the money will come out of" and 
he's hoping to have it 
"underwritten." What does that 
mean? I know it sounds cynical but 
after paying higher tuition and 
higher dorm fees, I just feel as a 
student that I will ultimately get 
taken again for Mr. Rothwell's 
mistake. 
It also disturbs me that Mr. 
Rothwell isn't taking any 
responsibility for his error in 
judgement and that in the long run 
it · will probably cost me extra 
money as an active student or an 
alumnus. The only person that 
talked honestly was Ms. Little. At 
least she admitted she was 
surprised at the "discrepancy over 
the cover" and that she checked it 
out with her colleagues and her 
boss, which I assume is Mr. 
Rothwell, and "everyone thought 
, it was nice." Why didn't Mr. 
Rothwell bring up his concerns 
then instead of after $10,000 was 
spent?. · 
, _ As I said before, I feel rippectoff, 
angry but more importantly, I feel 
helpless. What can I do about it 
except to ask that someone, 
somehow investigate this matter 
more fully. This is just ooor 
management and poor aqminim~: 
tion and no one is taking 
responsibility for it!!! 
Brian O'Malley 
• 
To the Editor: 
I am upset about two things: 
first the waste of money, time, and 
supplies that resulted from a 
decision to change the cover of the 
Alumnus, and secondly the 
reasons for this decision. 
I find it absurd that the Alumni 
Association chose to destroy the 
cover of the Alumnus because it 
showed a woman at the graduation 
ceremony holding a bottle of 
champagne in one -hand and her 
diploma in the other. This decision 
cost $10,000! Not to mention the 
time and effort of the Alumnus 
staff and the supplies that went 
into the printing which were · 
burned. 
William Rothwell thought that 
_ it would give the university a bad 
name. Do you know of any college · -
where graduation is not celebrated 
with a bit of champagne Mr. 
Rothwell? I don't think that any of 
the alumni would be mortified to 
see this. She was holding an 
unopened bottle, she was not 
visibly drunk, nor was she drinking 
in public. Mr. Rothwell, I think 
you should have to pay the $10,000 
instead of "underwriting" it. 
I know the Alumni Assoc. has 
better ways of spending their 
money. There are countless things ,, 
this university needs but doesn't 
have the funds for. I can not see 
how this waste could possibly be 
justified. I am ·angry at this waste 
and at the lack of respect for the 
students who are able to use 
alcohol and not abuse it. 
Ginny Broadhurst 
·Writing _ letters tot~ Editor 
Letters to the taitor for pubiicarion in The New Hampshire 
must be signed and no longer than two pages r;ped, double spaced. 
Letters may be brought to Room 151 in _ the MU B. or mailed to: 
tailor, The New Hampshire, Room 151. MUB, UNH, Durham. 
_ NH, 03824. 
Stoke mess 
Hampshire 10/ 12) urging that 
non-registrants be thrown in the 
clink for 59 years. 
Registration of citizens in a 
democratic society is highly 
undesirable and follows the 
To the Editor: unfortunate pattern of totalitarian 
This letter is for all the jerks who societies of both right and left. In 
reside in.Stoke who are too lazy to this particular case it was instituted 
take their garbage outside and by Jimmy Carter after Russia 
leave it in the stairways instead. invaded Afganistan to "Show the 
The other day I threw some junk Russians we are really tough" -
mail in a soggy box of empty beer there was not then and there is not 
bottles (rather than in the stairs or now a "Clear and present danger." 
on the ground outside) that was The Russians know exactly how 
sitting on the landing. Like in Ario tough we are or aren't without 
Guthrie's "Alice's Restaurant," a registration and it obviously hasn't 
higher authority found my name caused them to withdraw. 
sitting on top of the garbage and In any event, the problem of the 
told me to get rid of it. After military is not registration, the 
realizing the possible effects a services are substantialy over-
judicial action might have on my subscribed and in an emergency 
college career and being the good- the issue is capacity to train people, 
natured sort that I am, I decided to not to find them. 
dispose of the said trash in the The more important issue, 
dumpster outside. On my way I however, is the matter of the 
met several boxes of trash (more individual vs. the state. Mr. Bingel 
empty beer bottles, of course) · • makes the· strange proposition 
sitting on the first floor landing. that serving in the military is 
Those I did not take out. 
Listen up, pinheads! Maybe you 
equated with patriotism and then 
goes on to cite Poland as an 
example. Of course the exact 
opposite is true there. It 
presumably is patriotic there to 
resist the military who are shooting 
down and jailing their fell ow 
citizens. Higher duty to one's 
country has no n(!cessary 
relationship to serving the military 
· - they are, around much of the 
world, the suppressors. 
Your government and mine has 
elected to make selective cases of 
three or four individuals 
publicized in an effort to 
intimidate non-registrants who 
probably number a great deal 
more than the Feds will admit. 
These trials are not at all unlike 
trials of dissidents in Russia who 
resist the state for various personal 
reasons. U.S. non-registrants 
thrown in jail for refusing to let the 
government tell them what their 
duty is are essentially political 
prisoners. 
Silas B. Weeks, Assoc. Prof. 
Emeritus, UNH 
,don't have any respect for 
yourselves, but maybe you can 
have a little for the people who 
have to live with you. No, littering 
in Stoke (or any other dorm) is not 
a federal offense, but it really 
stinks to have to look at trash (I 
remember a cup of coffee with two 
cigarettes floating in it which, after 
sitting on a stairway windowsill for . 
a couple of weeks, seemed to be 
turning into wax or some ·kind of 
smelly cheese) everytime I go to eat 
or go to class. Maybe you are 
handicapped and don't have the 
strength to walk to the dumpster, 
maybe you come from broken 
homes or maybe you are 
inconsiderate slobs who care about 
nobody but yourselves. 
he New Hampshir 
Michael Cote 
Dingel 
To the Editor: 
I take serious issue with much of 
Bert Binge l's column ( The New 
GREG FLEMMING, Editor 
OENNIS OuBOIS. Managing Editor 
TRACY CARI.SON. New~ Editor 
TODD BAU·. Sports Editor 
MARTHA THOMAS. Forum Editor 
LINDA MARLER. Managing Editor 
TOM MOONEY. News Editor 
WILLIAM PITTS. Features Editor 
TIM SKEER. Photo Editor 
JIM ltlNGER. Business Manager 
CATHY SAUNDERS, Advertising Manager 
Advertising Associates Julie Somers 
Allison Mood) Mary Sulli,an 
Stephen Parker National News Editor 
Asst. Business Manager David Andrews 
Jerald Evans Chief Photographer 
Cartoonist Carolyn Blackmar 
Brion O'Connor Photographers 
Circulation Manager Henri Barber 
Ro) 1.enardson Jonathan Blake 
Circulation Assistant Mike Kaplan 
Da,c Scharf Steve McCann 
Copy Readers Production Associates 
Pait\' Adams Ann Bevilacqua 
Julie Alger Andrcv. Harmon 
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The joy of parking 
By: Bert J. Bingel 
At the beginning of the semester I paid 
fifteen dollars for a sticker to park on this 
campus. This fifteen dollars O have a 
faculty/ staff pass) should entitle me to a 
parking space relatively near the workplace, in 
this case Kingsbury. 
This does not seem to be the case. Everytime 
I come to the University, I am confronted with 
no-parking spaces. Why, just the other day, I 
got here at nine in the morning. I wheeled 
around Kingsbury-nothing, pulkll up by che 
sculpture coop-vacant of vacancies, rode 
around the Quad-zero, cruised the MUB-
nuba, passed by the Service building-null. 
Suddenly, an oasis of bare asphalt appeared in 
the sea of automobiles. Pushing my Yolks to 
the limit of it's mighty four cylinders, I sped 
toward it. 
Letters 
Oh no! Another distraught commuter has 
spied the same spot! The race was on. We both 
careened around the corner together, radials 
squealing, and gunned it down the home 
stretch. Overpowered (he had a Y-8) he nosed 
ahead and beat me to it. I sat there and burned 
with frustation as my opponent thumbed his 
nose at me. 
I rode around the other lots that I had just 
been to. There was one spot by McConnell but 
the jerk who parked there did so sideways and 
used up tw·o spaces. I left a -'Ticket of 
Inconsideration', which resembles the real 
thiug but says on the last line: Have you always 
been an inconsiderate ------?) Back behind 
Kingsbury another Yolks found a unique spot, 
· atop the roots of a tree. (This last winter I saw 
one perched on top of a snowbank. Hard up or 
what?) 
After wasting gas for twenty minutes, I 
eventually found a spot. Later that day when I 
came back, you guessed it, I had a ticket, 
'parking in a visitor's space, fifteen dollar fine'. 
I w~nt to Public Safety. They gave me a 
petition. I told them about the lack of spaces, 
the futility of looking and my rights as a sticker 
holder. The petition was read, processed and 
summarily denied. The reply was "You must 
park in a faculty/ staff lot." That really told me 
alot. 
I paid the fine; you'll be threatened with your 
grades if you don't. I think Public Safety does 
not care about the parking situation (there has 
got to be more cars than spaces). Maybe it is a 
scam to generate revenues. 
I have to drive; the bus is not a viable 
alternative for me, neither is car pooling. 
Maybe I should try a different approach. If you 
come back to your car some evening and find it 
· squashed beneath a MK-60 tank, that's me! 
, Bert 1. Binge/ is a columnist for The New 
Hampshire. 
Bag-a-lunch 
waited as the person in front of me 
used six punches on his meal ticket 
and was given twelve sandwiches, 
six sodas, etc ... .It struck me as 
being a good way to use up all of 
my 19 weekly meals, (which I 
almost never do) and so the 
following Friday morning a friend 
and I went down to get six bag-a-
1 u n ch es each, which, we 
calculated, would allow us to use 
all of our allotted 19 punches by 
the end of the week. However, we 
were informed that the maximum 
number allowed per morning was 
two punches. After a somewhat 
heated discussion wjth the dining 
hall manager, we were forced to 
settle for only two meals. 
His reason for the limit was that 
the sandwiches tend to go bad after 
six hours. I can see his point, but I, 
like many other students on 
campus, have a refrigerator in my 
room, and .so the food would 
certainly last a good deal longer 
than six hours. 
actually have to miss a meal. (I was 
in the same situation last year, and 
I'll tell you--it makes for a long 
day.) ✓ 
"A fair solution to this problem, I 
feel, would be to permit students to 
use up their extra punches, but 
only on food such as soda, fruit, 
and potato chips, which wouldn't 
spoil right away.This would allow 
students to get something for each 
of the meals that they paid for, and 
would also eliminate any problems 
of the food going bad. I realize that 
this would probably be a bit of an 
inconvenience for the bag-a-lunch 
staff (which, incidentally, does a 
great job) and I'm not trying to 
start any trouble; I just feel that we 
should be able to get all that we 
paid for. 
To the Editor: 
· I get a bag-a-lunch from 
downstairs Huddleston three 
mornings a week, and I think that 
it's an excellent program. 
However, there is one thing that 
disturbs me, and that's the fact that 
' there's a limit to the number of 
meals that a student can get down 
there each day. 
One morning a few weeks ago I 
was down getting a lunch, and 
The following Monday morning 
we planned to use two punches 
each, but were told that the limit 
had been changed to one! This 
meant that my friend, who had 
classes scheduled during both 
lunch and dinner that day, would 
•····· .... .. • • • • • • 
. So, my question is this: why 
can't students be allowed, say on 
Friday mornings, to get enough 
bag-a-lunches so that all of their 
punches for the week can be put to 
use? The fact that we pay for an 
entire semester's worth of meals in 
advance makes it easy to shrug off 
a couple of uneaten meals each 
week, but I think that students 
should somehow be able to get 
their money's worth from these 
missed meals, if they so desire. 
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muso IS PROUD TO PRESENT .... 
. THE Jlffl 'CARROLL BAND 
Friday, October 29 
In the MUB PUB 
Tickets: $4.00 / students 
$5.~0 / non-students 
Doors open at 8:30 p.m. 
"Ii 's too Late" if you miss this one ... 
' 4 , - - ~ .. " • ' • • ' - .~ - • .. - ...... 1 
.., } ~ \ ' I I \. I • C. \ I ~. • - ► I - •. ' • , ~: 
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Arts &:.Fe.atures 
John Perrault and Bill Morrissey blend talent . and humor at MUB 
· at a tannery close-out sale." echoed those of the late Harry 
Amongst all the humorous Chapin. 
pi~ces he . managed to tie in a ·•Gonna Get My Snow Tires 
few of his more serious On" was a bluesy, honky-tonk 
songwriting efforts, which-all number which included a piano 
had lyrics similar to many of solofromnimbleJ.T.,whoalso 
Bruce Springsteen's works. "I played the bass guitar in other 
Wonder How the Boys on the songs. "The Mt. Washington 
Night Shift Ever Got Along Cog Railway Song" started 
Without Me," "I'm Gettinv 12 slow, worked up to a fast pace, 
Older", "Texas Blues", and then slowed down to a halt just 
"Small Town on the River" like a train. But as the lyric 
were sad, soulful songs of the pointed out, "there's no 
working man, with refrains jump in' off this train." "Candy 
about lonliness and "nothin' Man Blues", a jivey bluegrass 
eyer oha.nscs". tune, also started slowly, then 
Throughout his per:form- moved into high gear, powered 
ance, his talent, imagination, by a bass guitar solo from J.T. 
and insight sparkled. So much, 
· in fact, that when he left the Between the story-songs and 
stage, there were cries for more, the -serious songs were a 
along with enthusiastic handful of humorous songs. 
applause. The funniest of these was a 
John Perrault ,_vas next up, patter song about New 
along with -his band. They· Hampshire covering . many of 
jumped into their first number the major issues ofrecent years; 
· like kids into a swimming hole, a sarcastic hi"story review set to 
smiling and hooting. This first music. They made fun of the 
song would have been a perfect Unzon-leader:the license plate 
John Perrault with guest Bill Morrissey entertained avid fans at the MUB Pub last Friday opener for a hoe-down. controversy, CWIP charges, 
night. (Carolyn Blackmar photo) __ _ _ . The pervasive zeal of the Seabrook, and everything in 
- · · between. By Julie Scaramella folksinger, a1_1d songwriter, winter jn the city, and sum.mer __ : band caught on, and soon the 
Last Friday was one of those opened-'his show with a short, . up in Maine, _ all of this can , · audience was clapping along Perrault and his band closed 
Extra Strength Tylenol Days. upbeat tune called, "It's Gonna happen as soon as I learn your _ with the beat. Th~ second the set with a serious tune he 
After a chemistry test and a bad Be a Wonde1.:ful Day," which name." number was "Shortmn' Bread" entitled, "Stop This Insanity" 
Huddleston hot dog, I felt like was zip-a-dee-doo-dah enough · His funniest piece -was a tune a fantastic harmonica solo by which he had written after the 
hibernating in my room with a to brighten even my day. that made fun of new wave 1 • Mike (Bullfrog) Rogers. The Greenpeace rally last spring. It 
bag of chocolate ·chip cookies. Dressed in jeans and crew • music. He plucked the same soloist's frenzi~d,' double-time was a driving, thought-
But then the phone rang. neck sweater, he joked, single guitar string over and finale met with thunderous provoking song, which broke 
I was greeted' by the frantic smoked,andsang,accompany- over again, squealing applause and cheers galore. . through the light-hearted 
voice of my editor, pleading ing himself on the guitar. He monotonously, "I come from The sound of this band was atmoshpere of the evening. 
with me to take over his had a froggy voice and a prep school and I don't care, I at time~ reminiscent of Kansas, Afterwards, the audience kept 
assignment because he was in a winning smile. Most of his have sex wben no one else is especially because of Ellie applauding well after they had 
bind. "Well, when is this songs were funny songs, there." He pogoed stiffly Mae's haunting violin. Her left the stage. 
concert?" I asked, raid to reminiscent of Tom Lehrer's around the stage, making faces rich, eloquent playing Both Btll Morrissey and 
hear answer. "Fifteen tunes. Onenumbercalled"The as he sang. Betwee-n songs he . enhanced every song immeas- John Perrault had that unique 
minutes," ·he replied. That's Children's Song" poked fun at casually talked about frat-boy urably. In several songs, blend of talent and imagination 
what I was afraid of. Fr:day preppies. "It's a sing along," he hunting (illegal in Massachu- violin and harmonica teamed which is so refreshing. If music 
just wasn't over yet. said, "Butsinceyoudon'tknow setts, where he lives), how he up for unusually beautiful isthela-nguageofthesoul,they 
Nevertheless, I agreed to go, the words ... " He trailed off and put Homer's Odyssey to music duets. "Pis cat a g u a", a spoke very fluently indeed. 
and as it turned out, the concert then shrugged. Another he had (a waltz), and about the melancholy song, had a And I must thank them for 
changed my whole day around. titled, "Gidget Goes to Dan'ang beginnings of reggae music in harmonica and violin duet that sharing their music and some 
John Perrault and Bill (Vietnam)" kept . the audience Poland. He cut up religion, sounded startlingly classical. laughter. They sure know how 
Morrissey, played my entire laughing from beginning to UNH, Mel Thompson, and "Montreal Blues," "Lucky · · to turp a bad day around. 
bad day into memory that night end. A song called, "Morrissey even the tablecloths in the Jim," and "Chocorua" were 
at the Mu b Pub. _ Bill Falls in Love at First Sight" Mub, which he described as songs that told stories .. During 
_Morrissey, a humorist, sp_oqed lyrics like. "We can _ "looking like they were bought these songs, Perrault's vocals 
Pat Metheny to ap/Jear November 12: innovative master guitarist 
By Mark Webster confidence enough in his 
The Pat Metheny Group will popular appeal to once sign up 
play at U.N.H. on November as the_ lead act for a Roy 
14 at the Field House. If you've Buchanan/ Dicky Betts blues 
never seen the group, get your show. Ris experimental nature 
tickets immediately. Anyone has recently take~ him into the 
who lias already experienced a realm of Latin sounds and 
Metheny concert will already rythyms, as well as into 
have purchased their quota. increased exploitation of 
"We heard the sound of different synthesizers. Critics 
colors flying," was the assign him a full spectrum of 
Providence Jou~nal's response - titles, classifying him with 
to a recent Metheny show. Fusion Jazz, Jazz Rock, 
Rolling Stone magazine said Psychedelic, Romantic, and 
"Pat Metheny plays like wind - even classical. 
through trees in heaven." And Metheny himself ignores 
the Montreal Gazette stated most attempts at classification. 
that " ... (Metheny) is the best "Whatwe'r~doingdoesn'tfitin 
young guitartist around ... there any category," he said _in a 
, is also cause to be made that he · recent interview. "All I want to 
is the best guitarist of any age, _ do is play the way i' play." 
'around today." The way he plays is getting 
Pat Metheny is an ebullient harder and harder to typecast. 
twenty-eight year old from Over the course of eight albums 
Lee's Sumit, Mo. His music is featuring Metheny as either, 
attractive to fans from all group leader or solo artist, his 
genres, be your taste the music has gone from the sweet 
Grateful Dead or Dave melodies and airy touch on 
Brubeck, Gustav Mahler or "Bright Size Life," his I 976 
,Van Halen. He is considered a debut album, to the extreme of 
jazz n~an! although he had the twenty-mi1_mte episodic title 
-piece from ''As Falls Wichita 
Falls, so Falls Wichita Falls," 
his second most recent album. 
H Wichita Falls" f ea tu res 
· synthesizers cranking out 
battle sounds reminiscent of 
some Vietnam air strike, then 
slides back into a collage of 
layers formed - by textural 
keyboards and spare guitar 
commentary, all carried along 
by agitated, Latin rythyms. 
Metheny's band features a · 
bler.d of old and new partners, 
a mix that highlights the 
different direction his mus:c 
has been taking. Lyle Mays, 
keyboardist on all but three of 
Metheny's albums, has stepped 
into a role equal to Metheny's, 
co-composing most of the 
-music as well as displaying his 
ow~ virtuosity in concert. 
Pat Metheny Group Preview 
will continue next week. 
Please the Great 
Pumpkin · 
Write Features . 
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OffllCS 
: 11AM STREET SHUFFLE 
Alfl.l6HT,£V£LYN ,ALL "THE])£-
C.£HBER G!?ADU/fTES WtRE NOTI-
FIED THAi THEY'VE BEEN BANNED 
F~t1 TH£ CoMHENCEHENT CE-
1{£H0NIES . ../WYTH/Nfr ELSE?' 
YES, G~E'G, MY !;ovRCES HAVE 
INFOtU1El) 11£ 71/AT Pllf£1ffS 
',JERE SEEN /HBl8IN6-Alrt:Jllol THIS 
PAST WEEK.END. Ch/CEL A/.L TH£/~ 
1Nv1tAr10JJ~ AS weLL ! 
1,,~ .,...-,,/ .... ~ 
.:B~ION_ O'u:>NNO~ 
l SHOE 
UMCl-E Cl);,/() I 
I~ NAAl~~BAl? 
fCfZ. '(O~ UfA~TU? 
~-
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 46 Lupino ard Cantor 10 Dye ingredient 
48 Woodturning machine 11 Dangerous ones 
1 Jet - 49 Sound amplifier 12 Car accessory 
7 Goos away 50 Covered with 14 D1Scharge 
13 Oobie Gillis's girl- hoarfrost 15 Town -
friend, et al. 52 -•neck shirt 20 Pastures 
15 Small crown 53 Pioneer in mental 23 Waterway 
16 Senior citizen, health 24 Afic\Or.ado 
usuallv 54 Varnish ingredient 27 ~enator Jackson 
17 Dance performance 56 Oo car work 28 Last -
18 Formatic,, 58 Oscar - 31 On the -
19 Roman 151 59 - box, in 33 - Harbor, Haine 
21 - system psychology 35 Flirtatious fellows 
22 Polynesian warriors 60 U.S. industrialist, 36 Hath symbol 
23 Statement of Samuel - 37 Cal <fcrnia city or 
faith 61 Avaricious sha~ed walk 
25 College in Houston 38 Stringed instrument 
26 Telephone-dial trio DOWN of old 
27 Actress Norma - 39 Stup11 
29 - Synephrine 1 Layers 40 C:,,rare::t 
30 Gulf-state food . 2 Richard Burton film 41 Fonner Senator 
fishes (2 wds .) Fong. et al. 
32 Jazz instrument 3 Frantic scramble 43 Poe's bird 
34 First-rate (2 wds.) 45 Dieter's food 
35 Baseball's Hanny 4 Inventor Howe 47 What to do wit~ a 
5 Breezy new watch ( 2 wds .) 
36 Actor · Navarro 6 The ever-popular 49 Creator of 
38 Gddiron play - Busch Winnie-the-Pooh 
41 Comedy producer 7 Oriental actor 51 Measure of medicir,e 
- Roach Jack - 53 Poker hand 
42 Reads 8 Technical name for 55 And not 
44 Editor's insert ion the shank 57 Record of heart 
in a quote 9 Helicopter part activity 
Answers on page 4 
) 
. -
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By GARRY TRUDEAU ~ 
~ 
~7060 I 7HINKSO,ell. 
, 70 7H!3 /JON- Tell Me WHAT 
i OVAN /JINNER., YOU 7H!NI<. OF 
~ SIR? \ IA/HAT I've 
IAIRJTT/3N •. 
I 
"lfT NO TIM& PIP I H&,t!R ANY IUJ£-
6/TTION3 P£Klll/NIN6 "TO /:rJS518te 
/rfJ8 ASStXl/.fllONS. NCR /J/1) I/<£ -
CE/Ve ANY FBI RHrJl<T /JeTAll/N6 
SUCH G-IAK£S. r tt¥l5 70TAUY IN 
TH& /JAR!<. A8tXIT WNOVAN'S PAST..' 
/ 
''I'~ /<IJaUN RAY aJNOVAN SINCc 
1980, 11/H&N H& /<AISE!) A LOT OF 
COR/?Ol<ATe CfJNlRJ8lfllON5 Fa<.. 
M/3 IN N@J~ ON STAFr 
f<cCl)'.,fMcNPAT/ON, I LAll:R MA0!3 
HIM MY Sl:Cl?eTAl<.Y OF LABOR .. I/ 
/ 
-ru h'rl-A 7l:S71MJV!Al? UH .. m111:, I 7HOU6HT 
7WT!MJNIAL, YOU SAIi) 
SIR.'? 7ctillfflNYl 
\ I 
One Person's Trash 
Is Another Person's 
Treasure ... 
659-5634 










Weci O~t. 27th 
THE SUBSTANCE 
½ price -draft all nite 
Thurs. Oct. 28th 
BOB HOLMES 
Folk Music, Humor 
----------,, 
I 
I Free Admission with I 
I this ad on Thursday before I 
I I I 10 p.m. 
1 
I 








10:00-11 :30 a.m. 
Sunday 
3:00-4:30 
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1975 Honda Civic $600. Has rust on body, 
great interior. 82,000 miles, runs good, 
has just been tuned up-has new plugs. 
Call 862-1300 or 868-9615. Ask for 
John.10/26 
1972 Chevy Malibu: $250. Needs a new 
radiator because someone backed into 
the front end. Was working fine. 70,000 
miles. New battery, new points and plugs. 
Call 868-4479 or 868-9872. Ask •for 
J.D.10/26 
For sale: one pair of Optirnus 10 speakers; . 
75 watt maximum. 4 years left on 5 year 
guarantee. Retail at $280/pair. Will take 
$180/pair or best offer. Call Brian at 868-
2290.10/.26 
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevy (Belair) Station 
wagon. Body and engine/good condition. 
$500.00. Call 2-1428 evenings/749-
2581. Ask for Janet. 11 /9. 
CLASSIC 1965 Volkswagen: Sunroof, 
radials, low rnilageon rebuilt engine, new 
front end, many new parts. 30 mpg. Runs 
excellent, body very good. Not much 
needed for complete restoration. 
Regretfully rnut sacrifice. $1000 or b.o. 
Call Jon Epstein 862-2719 days, 659-
2653 nights.10/26 
Two One Way Airline Tickets: From 
Boston to Miami to St. Croix U.S. Virgin 
Islands. Must be used before or on 
November 7th. $125.00 each. Call 742-
5491. Ask for L.H. evenings only.10/29. 
MOTORCYCLE: Must sell!! 1975 Honda 
CB200T. Good condition, new tires and 
clutch. 70 mpg! $400 or best offer. Call 
Val at (207) 698-1300 or 862-
1802.10/26. -l Help Wanted ][II] 
Housekeeping Department needs a "'1ork=-
study beginning early morning hours. 
Reasonable pay. Call Laurie Landry at 
862-2656 for an appointrnent.10/26 
Wanted: College student to care for 12 
year old boy. 4-5 days/week, 2-6 p.rn. or 
3- 7 ·p.rn. in Hampton. Must have 
transportation. Call Larrie Teich, 926-
7712 eves. Homework help and light 
cooking.10/29 
Workstudy- U.S.Forest Service. Concord-
Mast Ads. General lab assistance in 
research on soil nitrogen in forests. No 
experience. 8-10 hours/ week. $4. 70/hr. 
Call Jane Hislop. 868-5576.10/26 
NOW HIRING RECREATIONAL SUPER-
VISORS to oversee UNH Intramural 
activities. Afternoon and . evening hours. 
Pay rate: $4.00/hr. Qualifications: Non-
student status (Grad. students are 
· acceptable). Desire to work in the field of 
recreation. Background and knowledge in 
a variety of sports preferable. Call Ann 
Roberts or Rick Greenspan for interview, 
UNH Recreational Sports Department, 
862-2031 . 
WORK STUDY help wanted at the 
Portsmouth Recreation Department. 
$4.00/hr, various hours available. Call 
431-2000 ext. 265 after 1 p.rn. and ask for 
Barry.11 /9. 
MEN!!---WOMEN!!! JOBS ON SHIPS! 
American, Foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. 
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for 
information. SEAFAX, Dept. D-14. Box 
2049, Port Angeles, Washington, 98362. 
Servkes and RePRI lf.5J 
CAR REPAIRS--done by qualified UNH 
student at reasonable prices. Tune-ups, 
water pumps, starters, etc ... third 
semester in business. Call John 868-
5937 (9 a.rn. cal.ls would be sure to reach 
me). Will travel short distances.10/26. 
TYPING : In Durham, close to campus. Call 
868-2538 evenings, weekends.12/7. 
WRITE IT RIGHT! Proofreading and 
editing by Virginia Walter. M.A. in 
English. Affordable rates. CAIi 9 a.rn .. -3 
p.rn., 742-4651.11 /15. 
I Lost and F~ l[g] 
REWARD $100!!-Watch--Wornan's Gold 
Omega, with missing stem-winder. Of 
great sentimental value. J . Doyle--569-
3340. Call collect. Keep trying. 11 /5. 
FOUND: A pair of men's rag wool mittens. 
Thes~ mittens were found on Saturday, in 
Murkland, after the GAE Test. Please stop 
by the Counseling and Testing Center to 
pick them up. 10/26. 
Ladies quarts wristwatch--silver, link 
chain wrist back. Found on Main Street. 
Call 862-2120 or go to Pettee House and 
see Nanette Harnrnond.10/26. 
FOUND: Pretty black and white kitten, 
crying behind MUB in the woods . Scratch 
on nose, very friendly and playful, no 
collar. Female. Double paws also. Call the 
NH office ::::
5
o, stop ~, 1, r 
Diane Ouinn-,~~ ~-~·psyched that vO~-;-~e 
my little sister. You will definitely be a 
great asset to Alpha Xi Delta. Good luck 
with pledging cutie, it's worth it in the 
end. I'm looking forward to a wild 
semester with you. Love, your big sister, 
Susie. 
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CLASSIFIED 
Any alumni group stupid enough to burn 
ten or twenty thousand dollars' worth of 
their invaluable publication should have a 
rival. ANNOUNCING the Burnfagging Hill 
University Alumni Cooperative, open to 
ALL past, present, and future BFHU 
students. Our logo will be a long shot up 
the lawn to Thomson (no P) Hall on 
Burnfagging Hill. Watch this space for 
further details ... ) 
Get ready for an exciting evening at the 
Hotel Social corning up in mid-November. 
MJJ: Welcome to UNH. Welcome to 
Stanton House. Happy 43½ birthday. 
Love ya, KATHY. 
Bubba--ooh da foliage! I really don't think 
the draiqus were quite strong enough, but 
wait until our next narley roadtrippage!!! 
Love, Abner and Weezer. 
You don't need to thumb a ride! Cat's Enter the Contest! We need your ideas for 
Closet sells R.T. Kari-Van tickets 7 days a a one inch button. Slogan should be brief, 
week, Monday through Friday 7:30 a.rn. catchy, and humorously appealing to your 
10 30 SAT 11 10 30 SUN N fellow UNH students. Deadline: Nov. 7. 
to : p.rn. · - : ' · oon- Mail to:Stillings Box 1598 Prize:$5 & 
10:30.10/29 button! . 
Dudley and Studly have a birthday party-- This personal is for all the -------s who 
and what a party it was! Hey Dud--you're reside in Stoke who are too lazy to take 
really something else! Thanks! Love, their garbage outside and leave it in the 
Stud. stairways instead. The other day I threw 
J.M.: You do not look or act like a some junk mail in a soggy box of empty 
freshman. Would I have a freshman as my beer bottles (rather than in the stairs or on 
best friend? ("God forbid" she thought, the ground outside) that was sitting on the 
acquiring the look of a disgusted landing. Like in Ario Guthrie's "Alice's 
upperclassmen who's been there and Restaurant," a higher ctuthority found my 
knows). (or at least she thinks she name sitting on top of the garbage and 
knows ... ). told me to get rid of it. After realizing the 
Hey Bert J. Bingell Are you Xeno? __ . - possible effects a judicial action might 
'-.. have on· my college career and being the 
Pseudonym. P.S. What did you do with the ,,,.,,. good-natured .sort th11t I am, I decided to 
tennis ball? dic:poc:o of tho cc,id traoh in tho dumpotcr 
To Chris, Brian, Steve, Mike, Deb, Sheila, outside. On my way I met several boxes of 
Mark, Alina, Anita, Jim, Rhonda, Debbie, trash (more beer bottles, of course) sitting 
Mike, Torn, Jenny, Judy, Lois, Lorrie, on the first floor landing. Those I did not 
Donna, Jean, Elizabeth, Joanne, Barb, take out. Listen up pinheads! Maybe you 
Rob, Sam and the bartender at T.P. You're don't have ,my respect for yourselves, but 
the best! You made Oct. 20, 1982 a night maybe you can have a little for the people 
to remember!! who have to live with you. No, littering in 
Hooray! Hooray! for all the new Phis. Stoke (or any other dorm) is not a federal 
Congratulations Karen, Gretchen, Kathy, offense, but it really sucks to have to look 
Kelly, Barb, Mary-Ann, Diane, Julie, at trash (I remember a cup of coffee with 
Tracey, Lisa, Colleen, Robin, Noelle, and two cigarettes floating in it which, after 
Katrina. We're so excited to hae you join sitting on a stairway windowsill for a 
us. There's so much more fun to couple of weeks, seemed to be turning 
corne!. .. . wait 'til later. Love ya, the sisters into wax or some kind of smelly cheese) 
of Phi Mu. every time ~go to eat or go to class. Maybe 
All those in favor of having tomorrow 
arrive as scheduled, please continue to 
enjoy life. All those opposed, kindly stop 
interfering with the rest of us. 
Hi ya, Jen baby! How goes it. Are you 
keeping the 10th floor SOBER!? XOXO. 
Bri, I know you are shocked that you 
studied all weekend. This is to prove to 
your friends that you did study. And you 
didn't need your eyes anyways. Good luck -
with midterms. See ya Saturday. Spice. 
Grace & Ginger: Let's get a lot of studying 
done this week and get A 's on all our 
midterms. Big parties are planned for next 
weekend! !XOXO 
To M-ellen and Johna, Thanks for being 
so sweet about my "guest". last weekend. 
Hope the floor wasn't too hard! You guys 
are the best. Love, Rossi. 
DPN: Are you getting nervous? Finding 
yourself shaking each time you put the 
key in the lock?? Relax! Only time will tell 
what is going to happen to you!!! When 
you least expect it.. .expect it! We love you 
Derrick. Love, Linda & Annette. 
Hey, I know them! 
Mellow: Here's your personal. If you ever 
come over my way, we'll have to celebrate 
you finally walked a little! Let's get 
together. Moose: good luck this weekend, 
we'll miss you Saturday night. Susan: 
you're the best roomie, party every 
Wednesday, Love you all : Studly Susie-a. 
To the Three Musketeers: Dave: "is this 
our first date?" Marc: · I'm not eating 
anything. Joe: What time is it? 9:03? 
Davey Boy: Mohawk, #6. Marc: Daoes 
Lauren type much? Joe: Who's Peter? Ah-
lington without the "r". Dinner at T.P. was 
fun. Let's do it again! Ann and Beth. 
Enter the Contest I We need your ideas for 
a one inch button. Slogan should be brief, 
catchy, and humorously appealing to your 
fellow UNH students. Deadline: Nov. 7. 
Mail to: Stillings Rox 1598. Prize: $5 and a 
free button! 
To Lisa and Maryann, a couple of dirty 
dog! If you want to watch MTV, come over 
when no-one is home. Just kidding. Your 
buddy, Mike. 
ART: Beware· of strange women hiding 
behind closets with butter knives in their 
hands. It may be an unpleasant 
experience, but then again, it may be 
meganarll Abner and Wissa. 
To the Chief: Is your hand broken? Please 
write. The boss. 
Babs, Lindsey Wagner, Jessica Savitch, 
Laurie lngulls and L2: Thanks for making 
number 21 the best so far! You're the 
. greatest housemates I could ask for! Jill 
St. John. 
DPB: Remember 1 year ago this 
weekend? Toulouse and Carcassonne will 
never be the same .. . alors, we kept out 
promise of the Pyrenees in '81. How 
about a reunion in '831 You bring 'the 
Babybel, I'll bring the "pipas"! Love, J. 
Bean. P.S. Dooby & Teddy say "hi"! 
For Sale: Sofa and chair. In excellent and 
perfect condition. Bought new and only 
used for less than 6 months. Asking $275 
dollars. (price negotiable). If interested, 
please call: 868-7066. 
NEED A COSTUME FOR HALLOWEEN? 
Stop by Dahl Clothes, first class 
secondhand clothes, and browse through 
our racks of outlandish and ordinary-but-
old items. Or mix and match your own 
costume from our regular selections. 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.rn . 70 
High Street, Hampton, across from 7-11. 
Hey "scum-puppy!" -just think, · with a 
few more years of practice you might be • 
able to say it as well as I can! I'm looking 
forward to Nov. 6 ... except that I guess I'll 
have to get dressed up again. Oh no! Love 
ya, B. 
you are handicapped and don't have the 
strength to walk to the dumpster, maybe 
you come from broken homes or maybe 
you are inconsiderate slobs who care 
about nobody but yourselves. Mike Cote, 
Stoke Resident. 
RIDE WANTED TO BRUNSWICK, MAINE. 
BATH or PORTLAND area OK. on Oct. 29 
any time after 10 a.rn. Call Ann Marie 
868-7460. 
To the men of the eight ball: Todd, what 
did you learn in Calculus today ... inverse 
Pud? Type much?! Andy: WCOZ is no. 1. 
You're a hosehead. The rnoontown who? 
Chris: (cough, cough, gag) How many 
times did you come down today? Mark: 
Hershey Highway, Puditis. Bernt: Will yol! 
dance with me? The shavers are RED 
HOT! Yawn, skank, OK Todd, you're a 
strong rnan ... coffee breaks, backrubs, 
thanks for . the nightcap. It's been fun . 
Love ya, Loungettes and M. 
TIRED OF THE NEW ALCOHOL POLICY? 
Are you looking for an informal 
atmosphere in which to enjoy a cold beer 
or cocktail? Then come to KJ's. KJ's will 
remind you of what it once was life when 
alcohol was allowed in dorm rooms. Good 
loud music, inebriated laughter, and 
friendly self-service all in a comfortable 
setting that may remind you of your own 
dorm room you have or once had. So come 
to KJ's. For your convenience, we are 
located someplace in the upperquad. The 
door will be closed, so NO POSITIVE 
PROOF OF AGE is required. KJ's--the 
place to be on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday nights. See ya at KJ'sl (and don't 
forget to bring your own!) 
Purnpkinman: Don't be afraid to deliver, 
no matter what the hour. Love, S.H.W. 
To the guys at 2 0 D: So you guys think 
you know who I am, do you . Well, 
whoever it is, you're wrong! I'd love to 
take a shower together, but I think we 
would be more comfortable in a hot tub! 
Erotically yours--Arny. 
Deb and Robin : Thanks for corning to the 
party Saturday. I hope you two are 
conserving electricity now, after wasting 
so much last week. See ya later--D. 
To my little sisters: I'm looking forward to 
our family get together soon. I just love 
family reunions. Remember we'll provide 
the refreshments. Big Brother. 
Hetzel Tenth: What's up? We finally get 
enough refreshments and you're the ones 
that go dry. We'll be thinking of you guys 
when we play the Chipmunks this winter. 
Talk to you soon, Love D. P.S. Thanks for 
the Ginko leaf. 
But Morn, why are we going to Grandma ·s 
on a Wednesday? Oh--it's your birthday 
today. Happy b-day, 20 at last! Enjoy the 
ride in Dad's luxury car tomorrow, I have a 
feeling you are going to need to mellow 
out, eh? L. 
Tyrant Tierney: Pitchers and pizza here 
we come! Name the time and day, I'm 
always up for a study break! Me. 
I went to school for 17-plus years and I 
learned how to write personals. You can 
do it too! Love. Zenophilus the Epikorean. 
Hey Guapo, what's up?! 
So it's all an illusion, eh? Then, isn't that 
also an illusion, thus making all that is 
illusory actually real? -the square root of 
negative X. 
You want a good definition of absurdity? 
~urning 50,000 copies of the Alumnus 
because ot'an innocuous front cover. That 
is $10,000 dollars worth of absurdity. 
XLS. 
John, Jean, Tracey, Molly: Just wanted to 
see ' if you really read the entire New 
Hampshire! It was good fo see you (if only 
briefly) on Saturday. Sorry I missed the 
feast! Take care and say hi to Mickey for 
rne ... you'II be hearing fr<?_m me soon.RAP_:_ 
For Halloween, give your favorite spook a 
carnation or rose--carnations 75C each, 
roses $1 .25 each. Call Wayne Lawrence 
2_:2454, 233A Williamson. 
This Wednesday at 7:30 and 9:30, in 
Horton Rm 4, Area II is showing two 
Halloween films. With costume .50 
without $1 . Free refreshments during 
intermission. All welcome. 
Andy-Hope you're looking forward to the 
rest of your birthday present. I am! 
Saturday should be a great day and 
Sunday morning, too.-Patty. 
"I believe in Xeno Smith because it is 
absurd." -Tertullian. 
Karen-I'm so happy to have you as my 
little sis. You're great! We're going to 
have the best times. I love ya, Di. 
If you see Lisa Corsini today lead her to 
the nearest bar (if she isn't already in one) 
and give her a beer and a kiss. She's 
twenty today! Happy Birthday Lisa! 
#1 SENIORS! DOES THE DATE MAY 28 
SEND SHIVERS DOWN YOUR SPINE? IT 
MIGHT IF YOU'RE STILL UNDECIDED 
ABOUT WHAT YOU'LL DO AFTER 
GRADUATION . JOIN US FOR A 
DISCUSSION ON CAREERS IN BANKING 
TOMORnow NIOMT (OCl. 27). l'lt:I"::, 
FROM LEADING BANKS IN NEW 
ENGLAND WILL BE THERE TO SHARE -
JOB HUNTING STRATEGIES AND 
ADVICE WITH YOU. KENNEBEC ROOM, 
NEW ENGLAND CENTER, 7-9 p.rn. 
ADMISSION IS FREE. 
Give your favorite spook or witch a 
carnation or rose--carnations 75C each, 
roses $1 .25 each. Call Wayne Lawrence, 
233A Williamson. 2-2454. 
So you think you're normal, eh? What 
makes you so certain? And what do you 
mean by normal? Where did you get the 
~dea 7 What are you basing your 
judgement on? And who.says that being 
normal is the best way to be, or even 
desirable at all? Andwhy do you get so up 
tight when I ask you questions like this? 
Think about it. XLS. 
Dear Beth, ILyou didn't work at Nicks on 
Saturday nights, I would never get to see 
ya. Where have you been hiding yourself, 
or should I ask who have you been hiding 
with? I still love ya! Bob. 
To that terribly sexy Sports Manager from 
Lambda Chi. I've been watching you. 
Oooh, tne way you move makes me want 
to be on your team! I yearn for you. I must 
have you! Let's get together for some one-
on-one! 
#2 WHETHER YOU'RE INTERESTED IN 
MARKETING, FINANCIAL MANAGE -
MENT, OPE:RATIONS, OR ADMINISTRA-
TION, THE BANKING INDUSTRY MAY 
HAVE JUST THE JOB YOU'RE 
CONSIDERING. JOIN US TOMORROW 
NIGHT FOR A DISCUSSION ON CAREERS 
IN BANKING. REPS FROM LEADING NEW 
ENGLAND BANKS WILL BE THERE TO 
GIVE YOU ADVICE AND IDEAS ON JOB-
HUNTING. OCT. 27, KENNEBEC ROOM, 
NEW ENGLAND CENTER, 7-9 p.rn., 
ADMISSION IS FREE. 
Cookie Spooks for your Halloween 
Honey!! Alpha Xi Delta pledges are in the 
kitchen brewing up these treats for 75C. 
Order thru dining halls or call Alpha Xi 
.Delta. 
To: Never There Who are you? (Or won't 
you say?) What's the last name of J.W. 
Signed a Curious J .W. 
Kathleen - Only 4 weeks to go! Hang in 
there, you're doing GREAT! Thanks for 
everything. YoLYWILL have a good week. 
J . 
TODAY IS DAWN PURDY'S BIRTHDAY. 
Help her celebrate by dumping water on 
her, taking her towel and bathrobe while 
in th'e shower.or other practical jokes she 
enjoys!!! (For the rest of the week) 
Thank you for dinner and the play. I had a 
fantastic time Elizabeth! 
Fuzzy Linda Lu - Congratulation on 
becoming a WSBE Woman. Is EE next? 
Lots of love your 4· of 5 in 6-1 
Happy Birthday Dawn Purdy! You are a 
piece of work. Opps! only things are a 
piece of work. I guess we are in the soup! 
Ha Ha. From your loveable buddies in 
_Room 109 and 108. Spagetti dinner yah.l 
AIDG NGGOCD TO NCW VOnK CITY - Nov. 
5 will share expenses. Call Suzy in 
Christensen 338. 868-9884 
CATH, SHARON, AND JIM - Thanks for 
another fun outing at "The Charles" Do 
· we know how to mooch or what? (Thank 
you BUI) Here's to partying and 
paraphenalia - morning, noon, or night. 
Good Bloody's Sharon - you did it again. 
(Don't worry no last names. Al) 
Delta Zeta Pledges - We haven't seen you 
around for a while - does that mean that 
you have learned you don't wake the 
sisters up early in the morning any more? I 
- hope so for your sake. Love a loveable 
sister who LOVES to sleep on old deck. 
Dawn~ -Happy Birthday! I Hope it's a piece 
of work. Oh, I forgot: only people can be 
pieces of work. (OH,NO WAY!) Well then, 
Happy Birthday to a _piece of work. 
I knew if I didn't put this personal in I'd be 
in the soup. I mean, we're not talking hot 
water, we're talking soup. 
Ride desperately needed to Greenwich, 
Ct. area. Will gladly share expenses. 
Weekend of Oct 29,30. Call anytime. 
Joanne, 2-3797 or 868-9622, rm 115. 
1 
W-Here it is-your very own personal. How 
about another backrub for some more 
wallpaper advice? J .. 
Hey Ed, · next time you come by, call so 
more of your friends are around to greet 
you . Anyways, I didn't mind, it was nice 
visiting with you . See you in a few weeks 
for pre-reg. Carol. 
Karen-6 more days! You had better start 
getting rested up for this week-end! Love, 
Tamera. 
DONNA -GRUSELL, HAPPY BIRTH-
DAY!Portsmouth watch out! 
Hosebag, you 're not really-turning 21 -are 
· you? Boy, thats hard to believe! Go nuts 
cutie!-Slut. 
CORRECTION!! 
Tickets for THE FOOLS 
on Sat., Oct. 30 at 
The Franklin Ballroom 
are $4.00. 
Available at: 
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· 8p.m. Thutsday,November4 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 




General Public fl 
UNHFaculty /Staff $6 
Senior Citizens and 
NH Students $5 
All Tickets at the Door fl 
B STOP 
''Cover Our Walls'' 
_Canipus Photo Hunt 
1st prize 6 foot sub & $25 
2nd prize 5 foot sub 
3rd: prize 4 foot sub 
) :~;:* Free sub coupons for runners-up 
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*WHILE GENEROUS SUPPLY LASTS . . · I 
THE WORLD IS ·ouR CAMPUS 
~ 
• ,;I_ 
,,. . , t 
.. 
·. Cran .. -- .· 
·• ;,,.. ....._ _ 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails 
Spring '1983' (January 26-May 6) 
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain 
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt 
Haifa, lsael • Bombay, India • Colombo, 
Sri Lanka• Manila ·Philippines• Hong Kong 
- •Keelung, Taiwan• Kobe, Yokahama Japan 
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students a superior full 
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester experience is 
available to qualified stu!lents from all accredited colleges and universities. 
More than 60 voyage related uni-versity courses. faculty drawn from the University of 
Pittsburgh and other leading universities. augumented by visiting area experts. 
Optional tours. including special tours into the People's Republic of China. available. 
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color. race or creed. The S.S. Universe is 
fully air-conditioned. 18.000 tons. registered in Liberia and built in America. 
For a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea. llCIS. University of Pittsburgh. Forbes 
Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA 15260. or call toll free (800) 85<!-0195 (in California call (714) 
771-6~90), 
Slide show at Gibbs Hall; Main Lounge 
Thursday, October 28 - 7:30 p.m. 
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Hooters overrun, 4-1 
By Andy Arnold 
The game was supposed to 
be close like the one agai~st 
Connecticut (a 3-2 loss in OT), 
but in reality the UN H's soccer 
team was overpowered 4-1 by a 
well-skilled Plymouth State 
squad at home Friday. 
Many expected the Wildcats 
to be fired up the way they had 
been against U-Conn. And 
some thought the in-state 
rivalry (a 1-0 UNH loss last 
year) might be extra incentive 
to beat the top-ranked Division 
III Panthers. No chance. ~ 
For the first ten minutes of 
the game it looked a-s though 
Plymouth State was on a power 
play with thf' main advantngo. 
The Panthers passed around, 
over and through the Wildcats 
. the entire ~ game, but in the 
opening minutes they really 
shined. 
UN H's defense held, though, 
and by the time Plymouth State 
scored their first goal the 
Wildcats were mentally into the 
game. 
The critical play of the game 
turned out to be the Panther's 
second goal. The Wildcat's 
Scott True cleared a Plymouth 
shot right back to a Plymouth 
State player, Doug Karowski. 
Karowski immediately took a 
shot that one-hopped off of the "' 
inside of True's leg. UNH's 
goalie,George Gaillardetz, was 
screened and the ball went 
between him and the right goal 
post at 42:59. 
In the second half there was 
no change, as Plymouth State 
continued to carry the play. 
Eventually they would score 
two more goals, one by Harry 
Lemarre and another by Clark. 
The ouly ln ighl moment for 
the 'Cats came on their goal. 
Jamie Walters took a corner 
kick and set the ball into a 
crowd in front of the Plymouth 
State goal, where Scott Reither 
headed the ball past the 
Panther's goalie, Chris 
Rasmussen, at ()1:33. 
After the game coach Bob 
Kullen was asked how effective: 
a team Plymouth State was. The first goal was a soccer 
lover's delight. Plymouth 
State's Mike Farrugia sent a 
hard crossing pass to his 
teammate Steve Clark, who 
was about fifteen yards in front 
of the UNH goal. Clark, with 
his right side facing the net, 
swung his left leg behind his 
right, and kicked the ball off , 
the right goal post for the score 
at 17:50. 
"They're a good team. They 
pass well. But that kid (Clark) 
makes 'em special. He's tough. 
He comes to the ball so well. I 
Plymouth State goalie Chris Rasmussen denies Wildcat co-captain Scott Reither in last 
Friday's 4-1 _UNH loss. (Tim Skeer photo) · 
like him as a player." 
For Kulle and UNH fans 
the only consolation was that 
the Wildcats never gave up. 
They hustled right until the last 
second. But lately that hasn't 
been enough against skilled 
UNH harriers stride for top ten 
At that point UNH began to 
play well for the rest of the half. 
They had a couple of 
opportunities to score, but 
couldn't make anything out of 
them. 
teams. 
Their record is now 2-7-2. 
The Wildcats take on Boston 
Uqiversi!y tonight at 8:00 in 
Boston, and Rhode Island 
Friday at home. 
By T .J. Reever 
The Wildcat cross country 
team continued down the road 
of improvement this past 
weekend at the Eastern Cross 
Country Championships in 
Burlington, Vermont. 
The harriers made a very 
strong showing as they 
captured fourth in•a field of 18 
teams. Lowell University 
Volleyhallers win one, lose two 
By Julie Supple forward." The tournament consists of 
UNH women's volleyball Coach Carol Ford said that eight teams, divided into two · 
gathered first place honors with 
51 points. While U Mass and 
U Maine took second and third 
with point totals of 80 and 91. · 
UNH finished with 104 and . 
New Haven took fifth with 119. 
"We ran the best we have all 
year ; " said coach Jim 
Boulanger. "We looked real 
strong as a group." 
Once again captain Dick 
Robinson was the first Wildcat 
- to cross the tape. He continued 
to run well with a seventh place 
- finish and a time of 25:08. 
The next UNH speedster was 
Aarron Lessing. Lessing ran 
another strong effort covering 
the grassy cross country circuit 
in 25: 17, grabbing 12th place. 
Freshman Jeremy King 
26th just six seconds off of 
King's time. Rocheleau ran 
another consistant effort. 
Combined with his race last 
week, he's helping the young 
harrier squad to -be possible 
contenders for the top ten in the 
New Englands in two weeks. 
The best personal effort of 
the day came from sophomore 
Kevin Klein. Klein finished 
36th with a time of 25:54. 
"Klein really grinded it out 
for us," said Boulanger. "He 
was racing with extreme lower 
back pain and he hung in there 
for the team's sake." 
The next finisher was John 
Neff. Neff ran another good 
effort, knocking over a minute 
off his previous best time on the 
Vermont course. Neff placed· 
51st with a time of 27:10. 
boosted its record up two UNH should not have lost to pools. UNH faces UPENN, 
notches this past weekend, Fairleigh Dickinson. "Our URI and the University of New 
defeating Southern Connecti- offense was weak again and we Haven in its pool while 
cut in the Hofstra Quad just did not play well. We have Providence College, the 
tournament. thetalent,buttheteamneedsto University of Delaware, -
came through with an 
exceptional effort in his first 
championship meet. King 
placed 23rd with a time of 
"Everybody improved their 
times and we ran great as a 
team," said Boulanger. ..I 
couldn't be more pleased. 
We're really starting to learn 
how to run real tn 11 ~1-. 
The 'Cats, with a tourney learn to fight for what they Hofstra, and Southern 
game score of 2-5 , fell to both really believe in. They need to Connecticut will compete in the 
Hofstra, in three straight develop that push to come from other one. 
25:32. 
games, and Fairleigh behind." The two victories this 
Dickinson in two. As usual, defense was on and weekend, along with the 15-5, -
Ron Rocheleau was the 
fourth U NH runner to cross the 
ftnish line. Rocheleau placed 
Freshman Beth DeSuarte the offense wasn't. The 'Cats 15-1 win against Salem State 
commented, •~It was an up and were very weak in blocking, last Wednesday, shifts the 
down tournament. We were due to lack of experience and teams overall record to 6-18. 
relaxed Friday against Hofstra, height. When asked to comment on 
but they were a better team." Senior Jean Campanelli, was the Salem State match, Coach 
UNH's first opponent on the "on" player this weekend. Ford said, "We just went out 
Saturday, Southern Connect- According to Ford, "Jean was and played our game with 
icut, resulted in game scores of consistent all weekend. She confidence and blew them 
17-15, 15-2 for UNH. Pleased didn'thaveabadmatchoreven away." 
with the victory, freshman a bad game." Hopefully, that will ·be 
Stacy Stewart said, "Every This weekend, the women UNH's strategy this Friday 
tournament and match this face tough competition at the evening at 6 p.m. in the both 
season has been a step __ URI In_yi!ational 1ournament. _ ~ighly regarded and competi-
--------------.---.CREW ttve URI tourney. 
the club singles. And when the 
men's eight boat went under the 
bridge· in the featured 
championship race, hordes of 
Wildcat fans forgot that the 
Eliot Bridge was not, Main 
Street in Durham and nearly 
got wiped out by the typically 
courteous Boston traffic. 
In the other races, the men's 
lightweight eight rook 13th 
while UNH's novice boat 
placed 19th in the club eights. 
In the day's feature race the 
men's varisty eight boat was 
34th. 
Meanwhile the women's 
varsi!Y ~_ig_~t Q_(?at fiaj~ed 17th 
(continued fr9m page 16) 
while the novice boat came in 
12th. 
But this fan support· is so 
uncharacteristic of UNH. This 
is the school that gets two 
janitors and the players' 
mothers to basketball home 
games. The ·same school that 
believes football stadiums are 
also a house of prayer, where 
not a word should be uttered. 
So why the refreshing spirit 
at The Charles? Maybe it's 
because we have something to 
show the H untingtons and 
Dudleys of the world. Maybe 
we're all frustrated prepsters. 
BuL ~hatever it is somebody 
should bottle · it and sell the 
stuff in Durham. 
Other highlights Sunday had 
to include the Brown : men's 
· eights uniforms. The squad was 
smartly dressed in Maine 
Lumberjack .clothing including 
deer season vests and orange 
hunting caps. 
Then there was the 
unfortunate women's eight 
lightweight crew from _Clark 
University who decided to play 
demolition derby with the Eliot 
Bridge and not surprisingly lost 
the battle and about three feet 
_ Q_f their boat. 
--FOOTB . 
'(continued from page 16) 
. over-the-shoulder interception. 
favorites and looking at three -- The ball bounced off the 
Yankee Conference games 
ahead the Wildcats were never shoulder pads of the falling 
really safe. Garron and into the waiting 
, .. We find a way to make them arms of NU's Dan Spotts. He 
a-ll interesting,,, Bowes said strode past the helpless Garron 
afterwards. Curt Collins had to complete the 68-yard 
another theory. "We seem to touchdown play. Mistake one. 
play at the level of whoever we "The only thing that kept this 
Play." And s tilphen wasn't too game close was our mistakes," said Garron. "I have never been 
pleased either that it took a beaten on a touchdown before. 
Rusty Foster field goal with 
· 3:56 left to win. That guy scarred my record." 
"I'm di°sappointed that we The Huskies pulled ahead 
only won this game 24-22,,, he after Ri~k Leclerc, who was 
said. "During that one quarter ~rratic passing all day, was 
h • h UNH h Id intercepted by NU 's Pete 
t at s t e way · s ou Brown at UNH's 32 yard line. 
play all the time." . , 
The fourth quarter was a Mista.ke two. , 
little different. Stnke three for the Cats 
. - - . __ came when Prebles dropped 
With t?e ball on their own back to pass on first down and 
32-yard-lme Prebles fired a _ located Bob Buonopane 
throw-away bomb_ on t~e waving his hands madly at the· 
secon~ play from scnmmage m IO-yard-line with no one within 
the fmal quarter. Arnold 15 yards of him. Very 
G~rron, who e~ded the day definitely a defensive mix-up 
with a t~am leading 1_2 tackles and a NU touchdown. 
along with a few brmses from However Huskies were 
_ his battl~s ~ith NU tight end stopped dn the two point 
Mark O Bnen, attempted an conversion. 
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Sports 
'Cats edge NU, 24-22 
; ; ' 
By Todd Balf 
Everyone from John Sununu 
to the weary parents who 
barely could keep from 
nodding off during most of the 
first half were rising in 
anticipation. The Sigma Nu 
brothers scrambled to load 
gunpowder into their cannon 
and those lackluster Wildcat 
mascots were looking to knock 
off 14 push-ups. 
Then something funny 
happened. The Wildcats 
human snooze al:;1rm , Curt 
Collins, was on his way to a 
sure 79-yard touchdown off a 
screen pass. How many times 
had the UNH faithful seen this 
play? 
But just as Collins short 
powerful legs approached 
Road Runner acceleration, and 
just as he broke into the clear at 
midfield, he tripped and landed 
abruptly at his own 48-yard 
line. . 
innocent off-tackle play and 
created a Monday Night 
Football highlight film. 
Collins made a 60-yard 
touchdown run more like a I 00 
yard marathon.~irst he hit the 
sidelines and then when the 
Huskies were on his heels, the 
tailback cut across the grain to 
the other side of the field and 
waltzed into the end zone 
untouched. The cannon blew 
and the mascots huffed and 
puffed through 14 suspect 
push-ups. UNH 14 NU 9 . 
"There was no -one there" 
said Collins. "I made everyone 
there by letting them catch up 
to me . Everyone thinks I'm 
fast. I'm not the fastest guy in 
the world." Well, even if that's 
true we can still safely assume 
he has a step on such notable 
lead feet as. Mosi Tatuppu or 
maybe Rick Robey. 
NU _quarterback Gregg Prebles says hello to UNH tackle Greg Stilphen. (Tim Skeer photo) 
There was no glorious 
picture of the speedster 
crossing into the end zone with 
the ball triumphantly 
overhead. No touchdown. No 
cannon fire. And no push-ups 
for the Wildcat macots. The 
score was still 9-7 Northeastern 
as it would be at half's end. 
And what was Stilphen 
doing going beserk on the 
sidelines? .. I'm an emotional 
person and I don't like to lose," 
he said. "I hate it when people 
stand around the sidelines 
doing nothing." 
Meanwhile, the UNH 
offense was summoned back to 
the field quickly when Brian 
O'Neil wrapped himself around 
NU quarterback Gregg Prebles 
forcing him to throw wildly 
right into the hands of Peter 
Weare. 
Sculls, Preps shine on.· Charles 
By Todd Balf 
"Well, say Huntington old · 
boy, our Harvard buddies are 
really coming through in just 
fine form this year. " Sip. 
"But what do you mean 
Dudley?" Slurp. "The boys are 
winning, you say. lsn 't it jusi 
grand to see our men wearing 
the old Crimspn and White so 
proudly. And even ahead of 
Yale. Well, this is a fine day." 
Guzzle. 
"Ah, my deur .friend 
Huntington thats not the point 
at all. Its not the race I'm 
talking about, you sentimental 
old goat. I mean 't that the 
Harvard guys from '38 are 
throwing a bash at the boat 
house later." Gulp. "And we 
really ought to get there early, 
open bar you know." Sip. 
~lurp. G~lp. 
The tradition is certainly rich 
at the 18th Head of the Charles 
regatta in Boston, where 720 
boats and preppies from all 
over the country came out on 
Sunday for a glorious day of 
Bloody Mary's and reunions on 
.the winding banks of the 
Charles River. 
The crew races, you know 
boys the thing going on the 
river with fours and eights and 
lightweights and heavyweights, 
is really overshadowed by the 
grand atmosphere for many of 
the finer ladies and gentlemen. 
Those are the tweed and 
cashmere folks who somehow 
popped out of an L.L. Bean 
catalogue for the day and set up 
the luxuries of their drawing 
rooms just off Memorial Drive. 
They had fine quality 
mahogany tables with finely 
polished · veneer finishes. The 
tables were adorned with 
spotless white tablecloths and 
mounds of hors d 'oeuvres; 
ham, roast beef, salami and a 
variety of dips were in 
abundance. And just for 
ballast, you know. to keep 
everything from blowing away, 
they had the customary bottles 
of Beefeater's gin, aged 
Kentucky bourbon and a 
handful of Molson Ales. A 
truly exquisite catering job. 
But there's no sour grapes 
here about the silver wine 
goblets or the candlelit tables. 
There are only so many times 
the boys from Thayer, Exeter 
and Choate can get together, 
and after all there are only so 
many tickets to the Harvard-
Yale game. 
So come one, come all. And 
.although a little less in tradition 
and in the pocket, the folks 
from UNH bagged the banks of Collins had snatched the 
the Charles for the slightly less candy away from the little kids. 
comfortable spot atop the Eliot And the 9,225 in attendance let 
Bridge. out a collective groan. 
But as usual the Wildcat What could Collins or coach 
contingent was the loudest of Bill Bowes say? The man just 
the bunch. Some may say we fell. But those of you who 
lack the social graces, but at predicted a happy ending to 
least the majority can claim to this story go to the head of the 
have actually watched The class because Mr. Big Play 
Race. himself (32 carries for 142 yards 
Few mouths were stuffed and three TDs) came through 
with lobster dip ~and celery on UN H's second series early in 
sticks when · · UNH's women the third quarter. 
JV club boat took a surprising With Greg Stilphen sprinting 
third place, or when UNH's up and down the UNH 
Randy Ford placed fo1_:1rtl} lIL _ sidelines whooping everyone 
. CREW~ pa2e IS into a frenzy, Collins took an 
Once again Collins was the . 
man who danced into the end 
~one on the first play from 
scrimmage. The eight yard 
touchdown run upped the score 
to 21-9, with the two 
touchdowns coming just 53 
seconds apart. 
At game's end, however, 
Bowes was not describing a 
typical UNH drubbing of the 
Huskies. Bowes knew that 
entering the game as 15 point 
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The sculls were going up and down the Ch~rles River in Sunday's Head of the Charles regatta. (Henri Barber photo) 
